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RCA election turnout 'better than expected':
BY GREG STARK
A SSOCIATE EDITOR

The first campuswide Residential
College Association elections were
held Wednesday and Thursday and
like the Student Government Association elections of two weeks ago, the
candidates pretty much elected
themselves.
Only one candidate ran for office
in each category. Casey Godfrey,
senior from St. Charles, Mo., ran for

president; Ryan Drane, sophomore
from Garfield, ran for vice president;
and Michaei Williams, sophomore
from Elizabethtown, Ill., ran for secretary I treasurer.
Even though each candidate ran
unopposed, current RCA President
Josh Williams said he was happy
with the turnout Wednesday.
"I was thinking there would be a
low turnout because the election was
uncontested," he said. "The only
advertising we did was in the resi-

dential colleges and the Curris Center. The turnout was a little better
than expected."
Williams said he expected the election to go off without a hitch because
each position was unopposed and
this election is a "test run" for future
campuswide RCA elections.
RCA Vice President Justin Rouse
also said he was pleased with the
turnout.
"I' ve been surprised that there has
been a turnout," he said. "It's an

organization that has been changing."
Williams said he consulted with
the SGA Election Ways and Means
Committee in setting up the election,
but that the RCA did much of the
work on its own.
" I pretty well put together the
whole process," he said. "1 delivered
the election materials to each of the
colleges. l checked with each of the
residential colleges to see that everything was going all right.''

RCA Secretary /Treasurer-elect
Michael Williams said he was happy
he didn't have competition, but said
he would have liked to see more
opposed races.
"I did some politicking, but I didn't have to do a lot," Williams said.
"I was looking forward to it. Since all
of the positions were unopposed, the
election was almost pointless. I wish
we could have had more participants. It would have been more
exciting."

RCA
OFFICIALS
BELIEVE THE
CAMPUSWIDE
ELECTION WILL
GROW IN THE
FUTURE.
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Numbers
dropping at
Public Safety
BY

C.

RYAN SHELTON

STAFF WRITER

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News

Don't look down: Bryant Hugh Foster, 2 t/2 years old, and his grandmother, Teresa Kinney of LaGrange, play a game of
peek-a-boo on the bridge crossing Chestnut Street on Wednesday.

After a six-year run with a 92 percent
retention rate, th~ Murray State
Department of Public Safety has lost 12
staff in 16 positions since spring 1999.
This list includes Joseph Green, the
former director. Though all either
retired or resigned, all cited poor work
conditions, long hou rs and general d iscontent as reasons for leaving..
Vice President of :Administrative
Services Tom Denton disagrees. He
claims despite the statistical evidence,
things are fine. at Public Safety.
"We are mu'h better off over there
now than we were tpis time last year,"
Denton said.
The exodus that began last spring
has continued throug hout the past
year with a dispatcher resigning as
recently as last week.
"There is obviously something
wrong," interim Chief of Police at the
Please sec: NUMBERS/16

MANY HAVE
EXPRESSED
CONCERNS
ABOUT THE
DECREASE
IN THE
RETENTION
RATE, W HICH
WAS AT 92
PERCENT IN
SPRING 1999.

Security will increase at weekend concert

Money matters
Proceeds from this

weekend's REBOS contert
will go to help the studept
body. To see how the
money REBOS m ade will
help, check out the related
story on page 10.

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANt COLLEGE

lifE

EDITOR

The Reaching Every Benefit of
Our Students concert is back and
this year safety is key.
The Student Government
Association will boost security
this year at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds. The parking area
will have extra lighting, the
bands will play inside the bam
and more personnel will be on

watch.
''We want people to have u
good time, to be safe and to follow the law," Brandon Kirkham,
student regent, said.
He also said he has always felt
REBOS has been a safe event, but
this year the SGA would like to
put on a show without incident.
SGA President Michael Thorne
said SGA improved security last
year because the organilation
feels safety is important to every

student.
" REBOS means Reaching
Every Benefit of Our Students,
and one of those benefits is safety," Thome said.
SGA plans to improve security
this year in a "big" way.
"We are hiring a bunch of big
guys who will stop anything
b~fore it gets started," Thorne
said.
Eight security guards and 25
SGA members will work at the

event.
However, the boost in security
will not hurt the entertainment.
R£805 will feature five different
bands this year and three Dj's to
play between sets.
This year's headliner is
Hoosier Daddy from Murray,
which performed at the Mentos
show and has been playing
Greek houses for the- past year.
"They are headlining because
we knew they would get the peo-

ple out there," Thorne said.
The other acts include Brian
Fox, Murray State alumnus;
Whirling Dervish, which also
performed at the Mentos show;
Soul Be11y, a group of Murray
State students; and Delicious
Blues Stew from Nashville.
The show begins at 8 p.m.
Advance tickets are available at
the SGA office for $5. Admission
will be $8 at the door with a Racercard and $10 without.

Whitfield announces allocation for prevention of meth
GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS
AllOCATED
$1 MILLION
TO WESTERN
KENTUCKY
TO END THE
PREVALENCE
OF
METHAMPHETAMINE.

BY l iSA W HEAT
A SSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Nazi soldiers during World
War II were the first to brew
methamphetamine.
The narcotic that once helped
combat lack of sleep during battle
has made its way through time
and distance to hit western Kentucky in full force.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-Ky.,
announced the allocation of $1
million to help fight the growing
prevalence of meth last week in
Murray.

PAGE 5
Lisa Wheat
recalls fond
memories of
times spent
with her
greatgrandfather.
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The Tri-County Task Force,
which primarily encompasses
Calloway, Graves, Marshall counties, will receive $135,000 for
efforts to rid the area of the narcotic. The Pennyrile Narcotics
Task Force will receive $315,000
for its nine-county service area.
Experts say methamphetamine
is one of the most addictive illegal
drugs, even more so than crack
cocaine. One dose can last eight to
12 hours and those on the drug
can go weeks without food o r
sleep, Tri-County Task Force
Coordinator Troy Defew said.

Ingredients for meth are available
at common hardware stores, making it easy to manufacture.
"It's made literally in the house
next door and in people's backyard barns," Whitfield's press secretary, Anthony Hulen, said .
"Almost anyone can get the ingredients through both legal and illegal means to get this drug."
Defew said about 40 meth labs
were found in the Purchase Area
last year. According to a news
release from Whitfield's office, the
West Kentucky Crime Lab
processed 12 meth cases two

PAGE7

PAGES 10 AND 11

Complaints about elevators
in the Business Building
have spearheaded a
campaign to fix elevators
across campus.

Check out stories and
information about local
theater activities on and off
campus.

years ago. This number jumped to
more than 160 last year.

Hulen said meth found its way
to the United States starting on
the west coast. The drug is more
prevalent in the western part of
Kentucky, but the problem is
expected to eventually cover the
whole state.
Production of meth generates
toxic and flammable gases, making the labs difficult and expensive to clean. The task forces
receiving the federal money to
stop production are collaborative
efforts of county and city law

enforcement agencies.
The Drug Enforcement Agency
certifies those who investigate the
labs. Defew said standards set by
the Occupational Safety a nd
Health Administration and the
Environmental Protection Agency
are followed when busting a meth
lab. An officer going into a lab
must wear a self-contained
breathing apparatus and a chemical-resistant suit, including gloves
and booties.
The first step to analyze a meth
lab is measuring the explosive
Please see METH/16

PAGE 12
Billy Moore (right) and the Murray
State Thoroughbreds broke a fourgame losing streak with a 4-3
victory over the University of
Southern Indiana.
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There is one issue left, be
sure to check out the endof-the-year
developments at
www.thenews.org.
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Yearbook staff distributes,
sells 2000 edition

Music department hosts
keyboarding festival

The 2000 edition of the Shield
yearbook is now available to students who have alread y purchased
a copy.
This year's yearbook may be
picked up in the Shield office on the
second floor of Wilson Hall anytime
today.
People who have yet to purchase
a yearbook may buy one starting
next week in front of The Carr
Health Building Monday through
May 5 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m .
The Shield staff will also be set up
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday and
Tuesday in Faculty Hall, from 10
a.m. to 2 p .m . Wednesday and
Thursday in the Curris Center, and
from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Winslow Dining Hall. For more
information, call the Shield office at
762-4495.

The keyboa rd ing unit of the
departmen t of music will sponsor
the 12th annual 20th Century Keyboarding Festival on April 29.
Twenty-two piano students in
grades five through 12 are enrolled
in the competition from cities
throughout Kentucky and R"rts of
Tennessee.
Performances will begin at I p.m.
and will be held in the Performing
Arts Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The competition is free and
open to the public.

Alumni Association selects
distinguished professor
Bonnie Higginson was recently
honored with the Distinguished
Professor Award.
H igginson, chairwoman of the
department of elementary and secondary education, was selected
from a group of nominees elected
by Alpha Chi, the Who's Who students, Omicron Delta Kappa and
Presidential Sch olars with junior or
senior status. The Alumni Association selected Higginson after
review of the nomination.

NEWS
How to
reach us

Reception honors MSU's
retiring speech professors
The department of speech communication and theatre invites all
facul ty, staff, studen ts and community members to a retirement reception in honor of Vernon Gantt and
james I. Schempp, both of whom
are professors in the department.
The reception will be from 1 to 3
p.m. May 4 in the Curris Cen ter
Dance Lounge. Cards and letters
should be sent to 312 Wilson Hall.

Jeremy R. Edw.uds/The New!>
~:!•
•
. • I: Greg Taylor, senior from
..,lngJn
and S f riJfflmln

1

Kentucky Mathematical
Association holds event

Puryear, Tenn., and Aaron Walls,
sophomore from Effingham, Ill., lead a worship session for Murray Christian Fellowship.

Seven students and seven faculty
members from the department of
mathematics and statistics attended
the annual Kentucky Mathematical
Association of America's spring
conference March 31.
Wyatt Alverson, senior from

Drakesboro, Tenn.; Thalya Burden,
sophomore from Paducah; Kim
Calendar, graduate student from
Ledbetter; j ohn Eveland, junior
from Hanson; Marti McClard, graduate student from Murray; Mallie

COLUMN IN THE "ONLINE" SECTION.

~ 762-44 78

E·Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

Briefs are compiled by Lisa Wlteat,
assistant news editor, and Brandi
Williams, assistant college life editor.

GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S EDITION OF " THE MURRAY STATE NEWS" AND A DAILY

76~-4481

Fax: 762-3175

McCarthy, assistan t professor of
math and statistics.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4 468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468

Sports:

McCloud, senior from Grand
Rivers; and Melissa Tolene, senior
from Halls, Tenn., gave presentations at th~ con ference, along with
K. Renee Fister, assistant professor
of math and statistics, and C. Maeve

www.thenews.org

News: http:/ /www.thenews.org/ news.htm
College Life: http://www.thenews.org/ life.htm
VIewpoint http:/ / www.thenews.org/opin~Qo.htm
Sports: http:// www.thenews.org/ sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

Welcome rJack
-Alpha Omicron Pi
-Alumnae!!!
We especiallfd welcome the wives
of JVlSIA's Distinguished ,Lllumni
Katherine Dunning Williams
Cjoleen Herbert ]ields
JVlar0 Smith Cupp.
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Congratulations

rJonnie Higginson JVlSIA ,Lllumni ,Lissociation 's
2000 Distinguished
Professor ,L!ward.

WHAT DO I NEED?
-ACTIVE CHECKING
ACCOUNT
• DRIVERS LICENSE
• PROOF OF INCOME

.-------------------------, ....
PHONE CARDS!!!
.....

3

113 MINUTES $5

:=

241 MINUTES $10 ==
~
497 MINUTES $20 ~
'-------------'

CALL TODAY!!!
759-5923
1304-C CHESTNUT CENTER
(NEXT TO PAPA JOHNS PIZZA)
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS
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Sprinkler accident
causes evacuation
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

1

Regents College residents were
forced to evacuate the building for
more than two and one-half hours
Wednesday afternoon following a
sprinkler accident.
According to records from Public Safety, at 3:28 p.m. a sprinkler
head in room 604 was accidentally activated when a resident hung
clothing from the sprinkler.
The sprinkler, whkh disperses
about 22 gallons of water a
minute, flooded the room. Water
began flowing to other rooms on
the floor and seeping down into
the lower levels.
Thurman Foster, freshman from
Murray, who lives in room 503,
said he was angry when he heard
how the sprinkler was activated.
"When I found out they had
hung some clothing from the
sprinkler, l was very, very upset,"
Foster said.
Foster said the water soaked his
shOes, his rug and the floor in his
bathroom.
"The bad thing is that it's not

just water, but some chemicals
too," he said. "They've been
cleaning it up and l can tell my
room is going to stink for a while.
I know it's not safe to have stuff
on the floor now."
Director of Housing and Resi·
dential Colleges Paula Hulick said
she hopes students are aware of
the power of the sprinklers after
Wednesday, which was the first
time a sprinkler has discharged.
"Obviously our goal is to make
sure people treat the sprinklers
with respect," Hulick said. ''It's
good it's not happened until now
and hopefully people are aware it
(discharging a sprinkler) can
cause quite a bit of damage."
All Regents College residents
returned to their rooms at about
6:15 p.m., except for the two residents of room 604, who were relocated because of the damage to
the room.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said since the
incident was ruled accidental, the
residents involved would most
likely not be penalized.

TWO WEEKS
UNTIL GRADUATION!
,qpia:m ViOlet Show and Sale
1ridag, Mag 5, Noon ti/18 p.m.
Saturdag, Mag 6, 9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

Callowal:f Count0 Public Librar0
J4dmissbl Jtee! Public Welcome!

RESIDENT ADVISERS
Ad~entures'-•"\t.l\....lli Math
and Science is nirim~·
vwu• ,,,.v.,.Sf?....,
1

~••<••

"\\~4•1

,c.,

Resident Advisers for the Summer 2000 Program
•

Summer Salary: $1000

•

6-week (June 11 -July 21) Summer Program
for high school students

•

All living expenses paid by AIMS
Some RA experience preferred, but all
applicants considered

• Must have a valid driver's license

•PoliceBeat
Friday, April 21
10:23 a.m. A hit and run incident
was reported on 15th Street.
4:14 p.m. Murray Fire Department and University Police were
notified of a stuck elevator in
Regents College.
4:42 p.m. An officer investigated
a complaint at Carr Health
Building.
4:41 p.m. Students were in . a
Regents College elevator when it
got stuck. Murray Fire Department and University Police
responded to the complaint.
4:42 p.m. University Police
responded to a malfunctioning
light in front of the Carr Health
Building.
4:55 p.m. There was non-injury
accident at the comer of 12th and
Chestnut streets.
11:02 p.m. An occupied elevator
was stuck in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.

a

Saturday, April 22
1:32 a.m. A white male was
reported possibly drunk around
Sparks Hall.
2:11 p.m. An officer was stationed at Roy Stewart Stadium
waiting for the arrival of Life
Flight.

7:31 p.m. Murray Police Department requested the University
Police to stop and hold an individual.
6:56 p.m. An elevator in Elizabeth College was reported to be
making odd noise.
11:47 p.m. A fire alarm sounded
at Ordway Hall. University
Police and Murray Fire Department responded to the call.
11:47 p.m. Murray Fire Department and University Police
responded to a fire alarm in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
11:47 p.m. University Police and
Murray
Fire
Department
responded to a fire alarm at Wilson Hall.

Sunday, April 23
3:38 a.m. Fourth-degree assault
report taken at Clark Residential College.
5:05 a.m. A student was lodged
in Calloway County Jail for
fourth-degree assault charges.
5:10 a.m. A vehicle in the White
College parking lot had flat
tires.
5:40 p.m. There was a noise
complaint behind the Applied
Science Building.
6:42 p.m. A stolen bicycle was
returned to its owner.

£outhe rn Hope
Do~

So• tlte- Hope
has the ANSWER!

school have
you fCcling strcaeed?

~

~

Man g•l T h erapy

MaiHpDcriQtl'

Stractaral The r•py
Myot..el•l
Mobilization

Swe.U.h M....ace
Tlaeae M...ace

Do A~apreN1U'e
Dra lnace The rapy

Coordinator, AIMS Program
303 Ordway Hall
762-5429

Stadium parking lot.

9:39 a.m. Murray Police Department was called to the scene of Wednesday, April 26 ;..:·
an accident near Five Points.
1:22 a.m. A student receivea. a
9:45a.m. Calloway County Sher- . warning from an officer for
iff's Department was notified throwing rocks at a window in
that a traffic light on Highway 94 Clar~ Hall.
.t ·
was in-operational.
3:28 a.m. A student in Clark Hall
1:22 p.m. A non-injury accident complained of an unwanted
occurred on 15th Street.
guest.
.
·•
3:01 p.m. An occupied elevator 12:23 p.m. An occupied elevator
was stuck in the Doyle Fine Arts was stuck in the Doyle Fine.1-rts
Center.
Center.
5: 28 p.m. An alarm was investi- 3:28 p.m. A student was arrested
gated at the National Scouting for 4th degree assault and terrorMuseum.
istic threatening.
11!29 a.m. Facilities Management 3:28 p.m. Murray Fire Departwas notified of an elevator stuck ment and Centra! Plant respondin the Doyle Fine Arts Center:
ed to a sprinkler that was ~cti
3:01 p.m. An occupied elevator vated in the 6th floor of Regents
was stuck in the Doyle Fine Arts Hall.
·
Center.
7:09 p.m. A non-injury accident
was reported near Hart Residen•
tial
College.
Tuesday, April 25
7:38
p.m.
An
officer
was
request3:13 a.m. Emergency Medical
Services was called for assistance ed at Winslow Cafeteria to assist
with an unruly student.
·! -,
with an ill student.
9:23 a.m. There was a non-injury
Racer escorts - 9
accident at 16th and Olive Motorist assists • 9
streets.
10:20 p.m. An elevator was stuck Police Brat is compiled by "Lisa
in the Business Building.
Wheal, nssistat~l news editor,.Jrom
11:06 p.m. A suspicious vehicle materials availabll' from PJ1b{ic
was reported in the Roy Stewart Safety.
,
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It's Time For A Change(
Prior Asst. Commonwealth Attorney •i
Prior Asst. County Attorney
Private practice for 5 years
Professionalism In office

• ..

Protect YOUR rights, not the criminal

I would appreciate your vote on May 231

9 a.m.-8 p .m.
., Wed., & Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p .m.

908 S. Uth St .
Bel Air Center
767-0060

The Test You Were NOT#
Prepared For...
@

I

The Pregnancy Test,
We want to help you with ...
• Free pregnancy tests
• Emotional support for
you and your partner
• Facts about all
choices

• Information on sexually
transmitted diseases
• Spiritual counseling
• Counsel after
abortion

LIFEHOUSE PREGNANCY CARE CENTER

Contact: Amy Cox

Monday, April 24

753-0700
1506 Chestnut St.--2 doors down from Boulders Cafe
vlsit: WWW.LHOUSE.ORG

"fhank YOD to all the FratemJties for
supporting us in QUI' annual Volleybash!
Congratulations to Pi Kappa Alpha
for wlnnlng Spirit and Overall.
Congratulations to
Alpha Tau Omega for
winning the Vollyball
Tournament.
Jamie Vterkant,
you did an
awesome job
planning Volleybash!·
lt was a
great $Uccess.

..

WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Start your career off on the right foot IJy enrolling in the A1r Force
OfficerTratntng School. There you will become a comm1ss1oned
officer in JUSt 12 weel<s. From the start you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacat1on ead1 year,
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world To dtscover how high
a career in the A1r Force can take
you, call 1-800-423 . USAF. or vistt
our website at wwwa1rforce.com

-.:li): www.alrforce.com

Sheer Perfection.
Aveda Makeup.
Experience Aveda Makeup during your next salon visit.
• LAINA "POOPUS" HUTCHINSON •
• KAREN UGIGGLY CHOCH" PELUSO.

e

.JENNY "THE ANALYZER" STEDELIN •

• Finishing Touch makeup touch-up at no cost.
• Featuring Aveda Moisture Plus Tint - a sheer-coverage
moisturizer with SPF 15 in three notura~looking shades
for all skin types.

·

Awake. Aware. Aveda.
Hair Care

I

Skin Care

fA&

I

Makeup

I

Plant PUfe·Fume

I

Body Care

&guzLiub 0~ tfoO/
131 1 Johnson Blvd.
767-0760

- .-
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·ViewPoint

V IEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
PHONE:

762-4468
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Question Another election generates apathy
of the
Week
Apathy strikes again.
On Wednesday and
Thursday, the first ever
campuswide Residential
College Association elections took place. The candidates for the main positions, president, vice president and secretary /treasurer, all ran unopposed.
Haven't we heard all this
before? This isn't the first
time we've witnessed this

What was the most.
fun you've had this
semester?

11

apathetic attitude toward
student government this
semester. Two weeks ago,
three of the four officers
that were elected into the
executive positions in the
Student
Government
Association were faced
with absolutely no competition.
Almost everyone on this
campus can point out at
least one or two things

about residential college
life or the student government they would change
or improve . if given the
opportunity.
However,
these sam e people are the
ones who refuse to put
their money where their
mouth is and take a stand
for the student body.
Can we really expect to
see any sort of improvement on campus or in the

.

1 WORK TWO

''Is ;f jus+ mE....

JOBS AND GO

Of<

TO SCHOOL.

Are WE

~OT

M o vrtv61 '' ~~--------"""'~

WHAT FUN IS
THERE?"

1 GOT A JOB

WORKING FOR
HOUSING I"

j OE D UNMAN

junior, l...ouisYile

" Me AND A
BUNCH OF
GUYS JUMPED IN
THE LAKE

~

DURING
FEBRUARY! II

" TRAVELING
W ITH THE CREW
TO ROWING
REGATIAS All
SEMESTER."
freshman, Pleasureville
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" GOING TO
ATLANTA

•

~jj~
A NNIE D letcEN

DURING
CHRISTMAS
WITH CAMPUS
OUTREACH."

freshman, Franlcfo(f
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Our View
IssuE:

STUDENTS ARE

SHOWING

REPEATED APATHY

W HEN IT COMES

TO STUDENT
ELECTIONS.

POSITION:
STUDENTS WHO
SEEK CHANGE
SHOULD GET
INVOLVED.

Elevators get
overdue lift
Every student on campus has
gone through the trial.
Heads have lowered, eyes
have shut, palms have sweated
and prayers have been mumbled.
No, this is not the ritual before
a business astronomy final. It is
the reaction terrified students
might have on any number of
elevators on Murray State's
campus.
However, the nightmares
might soon be over as several of
the trouble areas are having elevators replaced.
By September 2001, all residen tial colleges Will have n ew
elevators.
Also, Sparks Hall's new elevators will be installed soon and
the most frightening elevators
in all of Murray, those in the
Business Building, will be
replaced with brand spankin'
new ones by October.
The University should be
applauded for taking an aggressive approach in the war
against shoddy elevators. When
· it is all said and done, more
than $1 million will have been
spent in about two years to help
ease student fears.
Reliable elevators are essential
on a campus of 9,000 students
because several students and
faculty suffer from health problems that make a jaunt up several flight of steps impossible or
improbable.
So rejoice because the day of
five-minute lines waiting for an
elevator are finally drawing to a
close.

AlAN W EIXLER
junior, Louisville
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residential colleges if no
one can muster enough
passion about their beliefs
to take a stand for the student body?
Hopefully, the uncaring
attitude the student body
has exhibited this semester
toward the governing bodies is no indicator of what
we will be seeing in the
future on the Murray State
campus.

Our Vtew
Issue:
OLD ELEVATORS
ON CAMPUS ARE
FINALLY BEING
REPLACED.

POSITION:
THE U NIVERSITY
SHOULD BE
APPLAUDED FOR
RECOGNIZING
THE STATE OF THE
ELEVATORS AND
MAKING A MOVE
TO CHANGE IT.

Write to as
1
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In My
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9 performance worth extra noise

More than 900 students enjoyed a either.
well-deserved break from the daily rouBefore I go on, let me state that even
tine of classes and homework when the though I appreciate the SGA's quality of
Mentos Freshmaker Tour sponsored a concerts in the past two years, I am not
concert in the open field behind an SGA mark. I don't always agree with
Springer-Franklin College last week.
whatever SGA does, like the 97 percent
Not everyone saw the Student Gov- of the Student Senate who voted for that
ernment Association-sponsored concert idiotic pool idea a few weeks ago.
as a good time, however.
After I calmed down, I realized those
Some students have raised concerns complaining were not here a few years
that noise from the concert interrupted ago when Murray State was at the point
the studies and the sleep of Springer Col· it couJdn't get William Shatner's band
lege residents.
from the Priceline.com commerdals to
jASON
I wonder if those who complained 'play here.
•
BILUNGSLEY
know about the building down from the
The simple fact that we are getting a
Curris Center and Carr Health Building lot of concerh; at Murray State is a testa"I T H INK
called the Waterfield Library? If you ment to the hard work of Kevin Lowe,
THAT'S (THE
make any substantial noise there, you Tavares Jones and Curtis Baker of the
are
thrown out.
Campus Activities Board. In the last two
CONCERT)
As for the noise caused by the stage years, we have had Dave Matthews, Jars
WORTH LOSING
being taken down, you should try to go of Clay, Garbage, Stroke 9 and several
to sleep sometimes on the fifth floor of other bands perform at Murray. We
ONE NIGHT OF
Regents
College when everyone's riled have also had a successful concert,
SLEEP OVER."
up. The wrestling, video game playing, R.E.B.O.S., featuring all the local bands
contesting big speaker stereos and ran- and DJs.
dom fun would probably not agree with
My goal of getting Garth Brooks, Marithose who lost sleep from the concert ah Carey, Britney Spears or professional

wrestling to Murray State has not been
achieved yet, but it wiU eventually as
long as two things happen. First, the
Regional Special Events Center has to
get a much better marketing staff and
second, SCA/CAB must continue its
great relationship with promoters across
the country.
After Dave Matthews, our stock for
concerts went through the roof. While
the University of Kentucky and the Uni-'
versity of Louisville h.td problems with
drunken students and gave the
Matthews people lots of problems,
Matthews' road crew claimed Murray
State was one of the best places they
played in the entire tour.
So if these bands aren't your cup of
tea, just relax. As long ~s Murray State
students keep our name from being
smeared by a bad crowd for a concert,
MSU will soon be the college entertain·
ment capital of Kentucky. I think that's
worth losing one night of sleep over.

Jasen Billingsley is the sports editor for "TI1e
Murray State News."

'The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be
signed.
Contributors
should include
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News''
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Every day with grandad was adventurous.
Dentures. I was always amazed
at how my grandaddy's demeanor
was transformed without them.
Even at 88, my grandaddy
appeared competent and capable
of handling any task. He was chipper and confident, always ready
with a hearty "Howdy, Sugar"
when I walked in the door.
But all that changed without his
false teeth. He would appear frail
and weak after about 8 p.m. when
he went through his nightly ritual
of removing his hearing aid, eyeglasses and dentures.
While his demeanor changed,
my grandaddy's love never did. It
was always was always guaranteed. Even when I showed up late
one Wednesday night after helping
lay out that week's paper, I knew

he believed in me and was proud
of the person I was growing to be.
"You're on your way to become a
real newspaper woman," he said.
1'11 never forget that night he and
my grandma couldn't sleep until 1
walked in the door around 1:30
a.m. I had carefully cracked open
the door and I prayed my movement would not stir Spot, my
grandaddy's yapping Chihuahuamix. Imagine the sheer dread that
ran through my head as I turned
the handle and heard my grandmother say, "There she is now."
Sitting in the living room with no
lights switched on, my grandaddy
stared at me with a worried look
across his brow. His face was
painted with the fatigue he felt,
and as he expressed his frustra-

tions to me I wanted to melt under
the frailty of his demeanor. The
hearing aid, glasses and dentures
had long been removed, and my
grandaddy sat there in his weakest
state.
Yes, Grandaddy. 1 know you're
too old to worry about me.
Yes, Grandaddy. People really
do stay at the paper all night
Wednesday.
Yes, Grandaddy. J know I should
have called.
But his anger was never longstanding and the next day he was
the same good-natured, confident
man I had seen the d~y before.
I will forever treasure this time I
have lived with my great-grandparents.
A few memories will always

Cyclists should
watch for walkers

question
of the
Week

In My

Recently I have noticed my usually
pleasant, enjoyable walk from my residential college to my classes has been
shadowed by a new paranoia. Each day
now, as I step onto the bridge over
Chestnut Street, I feel I am constantly
darting my eyes over my shoulders to
ensure my own safety. This new complex has stemmed from a traumatic
experience: I was almost hit by a biker.
It wasn't even a moped, either, just
your
standard, 2-wheel Schwinn mounLOREE
tain bike. For all I know, it probably
STARK
even offered the luxury of multiple
gears. I didn't get a good look at it. All I
"WEAVING
remember is the screeching of the
THROUGH
wheels, the uncomfortable feeling of
CROWDS OF
rubber closing in on my ankle and a
voice
in my head saying, "It's not my
PEOPLE WHEN
time yet."
EXCEEDING THE
I never caught the guilty party's name.
SPEED Of 25
He mumbled something that resembled
an apology and went on his speedy way
MPH SIMPLY IS
to class. He did not look back once with
NOT
regret. I stood there, thankful that my
ACCEPTABLE."
limbs were all in one piece.
I'm not directing this commentary to
every single person on campus that
chooses biking as their mode of trans·
portation to and from class. I'm, sure
that it is very convenient. All that I'm
doing is merely reinforcing the wellknown fact that there are designated
lanes for the bikers on the bridge. Sure,
sometimes people walk on them, but we
all know that they shouldn't. Even I'll
admit the lanes should be made larger.
However, that isn't the fault of the
pedestrians. Weaving through crowds of
. people when exceeding the speed of 25
mph simply is not acceptable.
Compare it to this: Every now and
then, people sometimes walk in the road
or choose not to use the crosswalks.
Does that make it OK to launch your
vehicle on the grass and on the side-walks to get to your destination faster?

linger:
The whole newsroom could hear
conversations with my grandad as
1 shouted into the phone, letting
him know when I'd be home.
Although his hearing aid was as
strong as they come, he always
claimed that sense was beyond
repair.
I would talk with him in the barn
as he worked on building a porch
swing. He had money to buy one,
but using his hands and getting
something accomplished was
essential in my grandad's mind.
I would pull into the driveway to
find my grandparents lounging in
the sun on the front porch. As I
walked up to say hello, my
grandad would smile, with those
pearly dentures gleaming, and say,
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Loree Stark is viewpoint editor for "The
Murray State News."

"Well, you made it."
As a kid, I'd make the trip from
Michigan with my family to visit
my great-grandad once every couple years. These past few months
living with him have been among
the most cherished times of my life.
I wouldn't trade them for anything.
Without the experience I would
have been among those at his
funeral Saturday who wished
they'd laid aside other cares in life
to spend time with their grandaddy.
1 can now live with the peace of
knowing an incredible man, my
great-grandad.

In My

Opinion

LISA
WHEAT
"HIS LOVE FOR
ME WAS
ALWAYS
GUARANTEED."

Lisa Wheat is assistant news editor for
"The Murray State News."

Student discovers
meanitig of life
I've spent nearly 20 years waiting for the
meaning of life to descend from the heavens and inspire me.
Uttle did I know I'd find it in a puppy
rolling in the grass in the Quad.
I guess I need to give a little bit of background information. I'm one of the "mod·
em" generation, the ones who are more
connected to the Internet than to real life.
Recently, though, I've been getting those
Evil Urges. You know, the natural tenden·
cy to want to stabilize. The natural tendency to rot in place in ancient instit';'tions
like, oh, I don't know ... marriage, for
example.
While trying to reconnect to life, I've
been living in too much chaos, too much
stress, too many things piling up, too little
sleep, too many classes. I've been looking
for something to hold on to, to share and
reduce my responsibilftiel).
,I"\ 1
That's the great human quest. Every
invention we make is an attempt to reduce
the amount of responsibility on a human.
Unfortunately, it doesn't strike a good balance. Frequently, the only way to reduce
the responsibility of the few is to increase
the responsibility of the many. This selfdestructive path continues infinitely until
we've effectively increased everyone's
responsibility without ever meaning to.
Back in the 1950s, the idealized activity
was sitting in a plastic, modern house. In
2000, the idealized activity is being outside, communing with nature.
So this afternoon when I was sitting
with a blank stare on my face in the Quad,
I saw what I've been trying to find. We're
all looking for freedom, the freedom from
responsibilities. We want to achieve the
state where we no longer are required to
do anything.
I want to thank that puppy for showing
me this. For showing me that my life does
have a goal, and that goal is to reduce my
responsibilities. I'm just worried about
how many more responsibilities I'll have
to take before I'll be able to have less.

In My
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MORGAN
HARDY

"We WANT
TO ACHIEVE
THE STATE
WHERE WE ARE

NO LONGER
REQUIRED TO
DO
ANYTHING."

Morgan Hardy is news editor for "Tite Mur·
ray State News."

Cuban boy, pay-per-views could be conspiracy theories ·
1 said last week's commentary
was my last as viewpoint editor.
Well, I was correct in that
assumption, because I am the
associate editor the next two
weeks and for next year.l am only
doing this as a favor to help my
sister, Loree, who is the new
viewpoint editor.
Last week I wrote about Elian
Gonzalez. And since no one really
wants me or anyone to write
about the poor little boy anymore,
I'm going to write about him
again.
Not because I feel sorry for him.
Not because I have an opinion
about what happened early Saturday morning.
I'm writing this because I think
this is a big setup.
1 admit I'm not an expert of politics. I think, however, this could
be a "Wag The Dog" situation.
Remember that movie? The
president and his associates created world news to divert attention
from more pressing matters

involving the president. There
hasn't been controversial news
lately, but I think this has a possibility of being very rigged.
For all we know, Elian could
have been flown out to about 10
miles off the coast of Miami,
dropped in the ocean by the U.S
Coast Guard and left to drift to
the coast, tailed by the Coast
Guard.
So thus, since Elian floated to
Land, that's all we've heard about.
Elian this. Elian that. And everybody who sits on their couch and
watches CNN all day digs this
stuff.
Everybody has been sucked into
this story. I can't believe the fate
of a kid could cause many in
Miami to riot. I mean, he wasn't
beat up by policemen, like Rodney King was.
And surely you don't believe
that picture, do you?
You know which one I'm talking about, the picture of Elian
being protected from the lmmi-

gration and Naturalization Service member holding a gun to the
face of the guardian fisherman.
I've worked at this institution
for four years. By now, I know the
difference between real and fake. I
know what's ethical and what's
not ethical. That picture was
posed.
Damn the luck. I wish I had the
luck of staying in the same house
of the biggest news story of the
last few weeks. I can't believe the
Associated Press photographer
could have gotten his equipment
in order to take a picture in such a
high-action situation.
Here's what I think happened.
All the INS officials (or snipers,
as some would like to refer to
them) rushed into the house,
pulling this big acting job like
they wanted to take EJian out
quickly. They sat down, the actors
they are, then had a cup of coffee
while the designated official went
back to have the cool shot, where
he points the unloaded gun at
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Elian and his guardian.
They get the shot and they take
Elian outside, away from his
guardian, and the guardian acts
very sad and pissed off, telling the
media how sad a commentary it is
to live in a country where people
can bust in and take a kid.
Come on. That was the most
overdramatic script I have ever
heard in my life.
I might be thinking too much,
but 1 believe another thing which
is not real are pay-per-views.
I know wrestling pay-per-views
are not real, because the sport is
fake (Don't argue with me).
But every time I have been over
to a friend's house to watch huge
guys pummel the crap out of each
other, and we have to pay for it,
all I see on the screen is snow.
I think pay-per·views are actually a bigger conspiracy than the
Elian case.
I've never seen a pay-per-view
event. I've been at home and
turned on the channel which the

pay-per-view is showing and I
hear voices and crowd noise.
Am I supposed to beUeve that
there is actually wrestling going
on behind the snow? Or is it like
the old radio broadcasts of the
1920s and 30s, when sound effects
were used to the hilt in making
great productions, like "War of
the Worlds."
In hindsight, pay-per-views are
a huge ripoff, because if I pay so
much to watch something, 1 want
to be able to see it, not look at a
bunch of snow and see nothing.
It will be interesting to see how
this script turns over the next few
weeks. Will there be a glorified
hero in this, like the hero Woody
Harrelson tried to portray in
"Wag The Dog"? Or will it end
peacefully?
Or will the government create
another story to overshadow
Elian?

Greg Stark is associate editor for
"The Murray State News."
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GREG
STARK
"EVERYBODY
HAS BEEN
SUCKED INTO
THIS STORY."
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Campus cultural·diversity 'necessary to reach out and open doors'
pean perspective? A teacher
with more ethnicity can offer
more and different ideas."

tives that are put in place based
on the number of students
enrolled at each institution.

Regional Farrior has never had
an African-American instructor The figures
Last year, African-American
at Murray State. Although he is
just completing his second students comprised 5 percent of
semester, it is likely he can com- the campus population, approxiplete his course curriculum mately 500 students. As of
never taking a course taught by March 22, the University reported to the Council on Postsecan African-American.
Senior Faith Autrey from Cape ondary Education 13 full-time
Girardeau, Mo. has enrolled in African-American faculty memonly one class taught by an bers within the total faculty of
African-American
instructor 392.
President of the Kentucky
since her freshman year.
_Association
of Blacks in Higher
Neither student feels the lack
Education
Sandra
Moore said
of faculty diversity has adversely
each
institution
..
across
the state
affected their education; however, both students said more cul- utilizes the CPE-developcd Kentural d iversity within the faculty tucky Plan for Equal Opportuniwould enhance not only the edu- ty in Higher Education.
The plan includes eight differcation of African-American students, but the campus popula- ent categories to increase the
recrujtment and retention of
tion as a whole.
"Life is more than one person- African-American undergradu's perspective," Farrior, fresh- ate students, graduate students,
man from Pembroke, said. "Why faculty and staff. Every institushould we have only the Euro- tion has a set of goals and objec-

"With each of those categories,
Murray State has its numbers
that would have to be met, but
it's not a quota system and it's
not a numerical aspect," Moore
said. "We also talk about the
campus climate for diversity,
quality of life for the individuals
in the different categories and
the recognition that whenever
you try to reach a critical mass of
a minority population, not only
does it benefit that specific population, but the campus population as a whole."

BY JENNIFER 5ACHARNOSKI
STAff WRITER

tion, helped him reach the goals
he has set.
"Knowing that there are people in every walk of life that look
like me - that's critical," Robinson said. "It is imperative to see
academically successful individuals instead of the usual athletes
and actors."
He said some students can
approach him more readily than
other professors because they
have a mutual understanding of
certain issues and although he
does not feel a sense of obligation to be there, he said he
knows what it is like.
"It is particularly incumbent to
those who have made it to real·
ize that it is not only an individual success that is important,"
Robinson said. "It is necessary to
reach out and open doors for the
others."
Many African-American students take advantage of services
offered through the University.
Cami Pierce, director of African·

committed to affirmative action.
"We want more d iversity on
campus," he said. "It is part of
the education people should
receive on campus."

Role models
Because there are usually only
a handful of African-American
faculty on campus, Moore said
those few are normally pulled in
many directions, especially
through acting as role models.
''The individuals that come on
board are wearing so many hats
in addition to teaching their
classes and being the professional:, they are, because they are
expected to be role models, mentors and to help out with different committees," Moore said.
Psychology Professor Thomas
Robinson III said he realizes
African-American students in
particular will approach him for
help and he tries to be available
as much as possible. He said his
experience at Howard University, a historically black institu-

Although only one university,
Morehead State University, has
met its goal on eight out of eight
categories, Moore said the institutions are making progress. She
said it is common for institutions
to amass student numbers more
quickly than faculty.
University President Kern
Alexander said Murray State is

American Student Services and
Ethnic Programs, said retention
is as large a focus as recruitment,
and finding a place on campus is
essential.
"If we could figure out that little niche that really attracts students, we could bottle that and
sell it all over the United States,"
she said. "It is not rust a Murray
State problem."
Students are sometimes at a
loss when they arrive at Murray
because the support network
they left at home is no longer
around.
"I think students who come
from a more dense population
are aware they arc a minority,
but when they come from a larger city to J smaller community
their awareness is even more
heightened," Pierce said. "Then
it's 'Wow. I am the minority and
how do I cope?'"

For more infonnation 011 faculty
recruitment mzd statt'wide statistics
go to unuw.llzmews.org.
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Amber Flood,
freshman from
Murray, walts
Impatiently for an
elevator In Faculty
Hall. While Faculty
Hall's elevators
have typically been
reUable, those lo
other academic
buildings such as
the Business Building have been in
need of regular
service.

Elevators step up service
SEVERAL
ELEVATORS
ACROSS
CAMPUS
Will BE
REPLACED
THIS SUMMER
AND NEXT
SEMESTER,
PROVIDING
AN ANSWER
TO STUDENTS'
COMPLAINTS
ABOUT
UNREliABiliTY.

BY JASON

to a minimum.
On the academic side of campus, the replacement
of elevators in Sparks Hall is 75 percent complete
Within the next year and a half, students and fac- and is scheduled to be finished in July. The cost of
ulty can begin to breathe easier when they step foot replacing elevators in the Business Building will
onto many elevators on campus.
cost the University $300,000. These replacements
Massive renovations are currently taking place are scheduled for completion in October.
and many others are planned for elevators in resi·
The new elevators will solve several problems
for people in the Business Building.
dential colleges and academic buildings.
Associate Vice President of Facilities ManageChair of the Political Science Department Farouk
ment Dewey Yeatts said Elizabeth College's eleva- Umar said he had to switch one of his classes from
tors were replaced a few years ago, Hart College the fifth to the fourth floor because one of his stuelevators a re currently being replaced with the ren- dents is handicapped and the only reliable elevator
ovation expected to be completed in July.
in the building goes no higher than the fourth floor.
Umar also said faculty who teach on the fifth
Yeatts said elevators in White, Regents and Hester colleges will also be replaced. The cost of the floor occasionally have trouble getting teaching
new elevators, consultants and contractors for the devices to their classrooms.
replacement of elevators in these three colleges will . "[t is good for us to walk for the exercise, but
be approximately $800,000. He projects the task to some faculty use audio and visual devices," he
be completed by September 2001.
said. "They have trouble getting it to the fifth floor
"Basically, this will mean all residential college many times."
elevators will be new," Yeatts said. "They will all
Yeatts said the contractors order all the elevators
meet the current codes in life safety and fireman for a building at the same time, but the University
service."
will allow them to shut down only one elevator at
The new elevators in the colleges sh9uld provide a time.
"From a customer service prospective, we are
less hassle to the occupants.
"It is our opinion that the elevators that were trying to consider our occupants," he said. "A stuinstalled 30-plus years ago in the dorms were pri- dent living on the top floor of White College does
marily of the office type," Yeatts said. "They were not want to take the steps all the time."
designed to be utilized eight hours a day, five days
When all the elevators a re replaced, Yeatts said
a week."
the system might have some initial bugs, but he
Yeatts said the new elevators are designed for 24 said he thinks service calls will be minimized. He
hours a day, seven days a week operation, like the said the University currently has technicians on
kind found in hospitals, hotels and other residen- call 24 hours a day and this will continue after the
tial facilities. He said this should keep service calls new elevators are installed.
YATES
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11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Located on 641 S . Puryear, Tennessee

(901) 247-5798

THE MOVIE
While daere are teo many o( yoa to list here,
oooe or you will lte fOJtotteo.
Your time and effort bas already made this film successful.
Thank Yoa.
lrlstofer Re-el
And for those of you laat dea't know, ao lodepeodeat
film was just completed In Murray.
Show your support at

807 N. 12th St.
In front of Wai-Mart
762-0126

roadtripthemovie.com
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CELLULAR • PAGING • INTERNET
AND MOREl

767-9111
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Harden on Chestnut Sl)

Paging Sp2cial

$65.95
lnclud2s pag2r,
actiavtion fee, &
3 months s2rvice!

~

I

-

~

- - - - ----MAKE THIS SUMMER ONE TO REMEMBER!- - - - - - - -

sncw.s

CAU AIOUT OUR CEUUL.Ut PHON£
AND OUR
~ ti.I.9J/ MOHTH-.NO CON'I"RACTl

UNUMI'1'ID INTERHIT ACCDS

WE NOW SHIP

UPS
Packaging Materials
Available
1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY

GlnPius

a WHir

Exp(rU 5120100

r-----------------,

CELLTOUCH,

8a.m. · 5p.m.

10% off MSU
Students &
Faculty

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

Gallons of Purity Milk

607 N. 16th St.
(at 5 Points)
753-6285
Mon.-Sat.

753-7117

Martial Arts is never boring.
Martial Arts is fun and you learn to defend yourself
while improving your cardiovascular endurance.
Martial Arts will get you in shape and can improve
your body tone, decrease body fat and improve your
overall level of fitness and confidence.

Call Today!

753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

Unleash Your Potential
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Greek find ways
to beat stereotypes
BY KRISTA M ATHENY
STAff WRITER

I

"Toga! Toga! Toga!"
John Belushi's cry while partying in Roman-wear is what students associate with Greek organizations.
Greeks say the realities of Greek
life are very different from the
stereotypes in the movies. Greeks
say they joined for many different
reasons.
Bree Gillman is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority who
joined as a freshman because she
was alone for the first time,, far
away from home.
"I joined AOn in order to get
involved on campus and the community," she said.
Students in fraternities and
sororities' said each organization
has a wide variety of people.
Jessica Byassee joined Alpha
Delta Pi Sorority her freshman
year and met a group of people
she might not have ever encountered otherwise.
"Being in a sorority really
opened my eyes," she said. "The
sorority showed me a more
diverse group of people with different majors like art and biology.
I would have usually just hung
out with other agriculture
majors."
Greeks said their organizations
are similar to a family away from
home, and friendships they make
in the sororities and fraternities
are long-lasting.
"I can't give you a phrase or a
definition to describe brotherhood
because there are no words to
describe it," Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity Vice President Kip Roberts
said. "One example of it is going
at 3 a.m. to sit with a brother after
a family member has just died. It's
like an extension of family."
One thing students often think
about when they consider joining
a Greek organization is the cost of
membership. Fees schedules are
set up on a per-semester basis and

then collected each month .
Several Greeks said they believe
non-Creek students tend to stereotype them because they may not
understand the system.
Roberts said one of the main
stereotypes associated with Greek
life has to do with the fees paid to
be a member of a Greek organization.
"Some people wiU have stereotypes like 'buying friends,"'
Roberts said. "Non-Creeks call
Greeks bad because they haven't
experienced Greek life. They do
this out of ignorance."
Personality stereotypes are also
a problem.
"A lot of people see sorority
girls as preppy, snobby little rich
girls," Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority member Elizabeth Wimsatt
said.
Anne Gardner, member of
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority, said
she did not go Greek when she
was a freshman, but joined during
her sophomore year.
"My parents were both Greek
here and I knew Greeks," Gardner
said. "I'm open-minded about
everything else, so I figured I
should give it a try. Besides,
there's not anything else to do in
Murray."
Gardner said while her parents
supported her, she had many
friends who didn't think she
should join a sorority.
"I was around a Jot of people
who were very down on the Greek
system," Gardner said. "I had
heard the stereotypes, like you
buy your friends, but 1don't think
that's true."
Gardner said while some of her
friends were surprised at her decision to join a sorority, most accepted it when they realized she was
not going to change who she was.
Said Gardner: "I have my Greek
friends and my non-Greek friends,
and I've found that it doesn't matter as long as everyone is just real
and just acts like themselves."

Independents find
social outlets outside
of Greek organizations
BY KYLE SHADO AN
STAFF WRITER

While sometimes it may
seem like everyone is wearing
Greek letters on their chests,
statistics show Greeks are a
minority on Murray State's
campus.
According to "Murray State's
Guide to Greek Life," a
brochure published by the Publication and Printing Department, 86.28 percent of Murray
State students are not Greek
members.
While many students choose
not to join Greek organizations,
everyone has different reasons.
Some students don't like the
money involved in joining fraternities and sororities.
"You don't have to pay for
friends," Jason Peak, freshman
from Calvert City, said. "I don't
agree with being trendy and
following others because they
are popular. It's extremely unoriginal."
Peak also said he had a problem with a certain aspect of the
parties.
. "The partying thing is cool,
but inviting chicks for free to
get drunk isn't/' Peak said.
"The whole point of aU those
parties is to get laid."
Jess Adkins, freshman from
Cincinnati, said she doesn't
think money should be
involved in social situations,
either.
"There is no fee to hang out
with people," Adkins said.
"The situation at the parties are
fake anyway. When you party
with your friends, you know
they are your real friends. I
hang out with my own kind
and they hang out with theirs. "
While it may seem like being
Greek gives you something to
do all the time, Andy Kabalen,
senior from Owensboro, said
that's one of the reasons he
chooses not to be in a fraternity.
"If you are in a fraternity, a
lot of your college social life is
planned out for you," Kabalen

said. "It gives you a schedule of
where you have to be and what
you have to do."
Kabalen said he thinks members of fraternities and sororities judge others by their Greek
affiliations.
"A lot of sorority girls don't
focus on a guy, but strictly on if
they are in a fraternity," he
said.
Some students who choose
not to join a Greek organization
have friends who are Greek.
Kabalen said he thinks people
respond to the organizations in
their own way.
"Your opinions on issues
may change due to influences
of your fraternity brothers,"
Kabalen said. "I've seen one
guy that has been changed by a
fraternity and then another that
has been made stronger."
Michael Cannon, senior from
Leitchfield, said he does not
think the relationships Greek
organizations foster are necessarily healthy.
''A lot of people measure
their self worth by the social
group th~y are involved with
and not who they actually are,"
Cannon said.
Cannon said he has several
friends in a fraternity.
"They are cool to hang out
with," Cannon said. "But when
they are around the fraternity
brothers, they are different."
Even though members of fraternities and sororities seem to
be very involved in campus
activities, Cannon does not
believe that is necessarily
because they want to be.
"A lot of the fraternity and
sorority people are more in
tune with campus activities,
but that i6 because it is
required,"Cannon said.
Even though students choose
not to be in Greek organizations for different reasons, Cannon said it boils down to one
principle: "They are social
clubs and they have all the pros
and cons of a social club."
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The
Week
Ahead
A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON

FRIDAY

• Alumni
Weekend begins.

CAMPUS AND

AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO

SATURDAY

• Classes - Last
day to completely
withdraw from
the University.

762-3J75.

• Author book
s igning - Peter
Elbow, author of
"Writing Without
Power," "Everyone Can Write"
and
"Writing
Without Teach. ers,"
Ordway
Hall Lobby from
2:15 to 2:45p.m.
• P e rc u ss ion
Ensemble Concert - Performing
Arts Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts
Center, 8 p.m.

•Alumni
Weekend
continues.
•PRAXIS
Examination Faculty
Hall
Room 502, 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.
• C h ic ks a w
Nation
Dance
Troupe - Wickliffe
Mounds
Research Center,
11 a.m.
•19th
Annual
Dance Concert Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, 7 p.m.
Tickets can be
purchased
by
phoning
762-

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Sunday school
-Chi Alpha, Hart
College 10:15 to
10:45 a.m.

•Healthy
T h o roughbreds
Wellness
Program - Activity-based program
for all faculty,
staff and students.

• GED
Examination Ordway
Hall
lobby, 7:45 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Phone the Counseling and Testing Center at 7626851 to register.

• Bible
studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.

• Student
.,__,
Appreciation
Days sale - University Store will
offer 20 percent
off selected merchandise excluding
textbooks,
caps and gowns,
film, class rings,
candy, computer
software
and
supplies, computers, cassettes,
COs,
videos,
magazines, newspapers and mat
cutting from 8
a.m. to 8 p .m.

• C h ickasaw
Nation
Dance
Troup e - Wickliffe
Mounds
Research Center,
11 a.m.
• Oratorio
Concert - Lovett
Auditorium, 3:30
p.m.
• Bible study Murray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• R es id e ntia l
College
Ass ociat i on
meeting - Curris
Center Barkley
Room,5 pm.
• Bible study Baptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
•Bible Study 'Chi Alpha, Elizabeth
College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

•Worship - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7
p .m.

•Senior
Breakfast Center
Curris
Ballroom, 8 a.m.
• E.A.R.S.
Concert - Performing Arts Hall
of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center, 8
p.m. Sponsored
by the music
department.

4421.

Anthology of little-known classic rock band proves worthy
BYKne

Music

Band, the band Parsons had of dwindling audiences.
created before joining the
The only other change the
Byrds. Later, "Sneeky" Pete band went through during this
Although The Flying Burrito Kleinow, an animator who time was when Parsons was
Brothers are not as popular as worked on the characters fired in 1970 after the second
other classic rock groups from Cumby and Pokey, joined the album, "Burrito Deluxe," and
was replaced by Rick Roberts.
the late '60s and early '70s, they band.
The Flying Burrito Brothers That was the line-up for the
had a bigger influence than
many may know.
sound was one of many back- recording of the next album,
The band's new anthology, grounds. They had irifluences which was self-titled.
"Hot Burritos!" captures its from such artists as Merle HagThe anthology has such
existence from 1969 to 1972, gard, George Jones, Buck songs as "My Uncle," "Hot
through the albums "The Gild- Owens, Hank Williams, Bob Burrito #1," "Hippie Boy,"
ed Palace of Sin," "Burrito Dylan, The Everly Brothers, "Image Of Me," "If You Gotta
Deluxe" and "The Flying Burri- The Rolling Stones and The Go,"
Bob Dylan's "To
to Brothers." It includes every Beatles.
Ramona" and the band's most
The Flying Burrito Brothers commercial song, "The Train
track from these three albums,
plus two live tracks from "The were responsible for creating Song." It also includes such
Last Of The Red Hot Burritos" country rock, a term that the cover songs as The Rolling
and a few other non-album band hated, by combining R&B Stones' "Wild Horses," the Bee
tracks.
with country and folk.
Gee's "To Love Somebody"
The band's original line-up
For the second album, the and Merle Haggard's "Sing Me
consisted of Gram Parsons and band had picked up Michael Back Home" and "Tonight The
Chris Hillman, both ex-Byrd.o; Clarke, the ex-dn.uiuner for the Bottle Let Me Down."
members. Then came Chris Byrds, and Bernie Leadon,
Overall, this is a !!reat collecEthridge, who was a membe~ :... future Eagles m~bcr, after tion of work from a fairly
of International Submarine Ethrid)?;e's departure because 1 '~obscure band, despite the
SHADOAN

Top
Albums

STAFF WRITER

Review
Album: The
Flying Burrito
Brothers

"Hot Burritos!'"
Grade: B+
Comments:
"Ovetall, this is

a great
collection of
work from a
fairly obscure
band,H

1. Dr. Dre"Chronic 2001"
2. Neil Young"Silverand
Gold"

3. Cypress Hill "Skull and
Bones"
f. joy 2"Vol. 3''

S.Joe"My Name is

Joe"
Source: Terrapm

Stat1on and Sun~t
Boulevard Music
A&M Records

•The Flying Burrito Brothers' new anthology includes old
favorites as well as live and unreleased tracks.
members' fame. They were a bands, such as Pavement and
tremendous influence on the Ween. Besides, with a name
Eagles, Emmylou Harris, like The Flying Burrito BrothR.E.M. and alternative rock ers, they've got to be' cool.

Sig.ma Sigma Sigma proudly
announces the 2000-2001
and Chairwomen:

'''

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

Parents
Asaoclatlon

Nancy Shelton
Nicole Shelton

Public Relations

Merideth Rahm
Liz Harper

and it might as well be you!

~
AlUmnae Relations
Parliamentarian

April Putnam
Laura Bonnell

Panhellenic

Angela Arnold
Jennie Schlnner
Stephanie Warford

Aepreeentatlve
Triangle ·

graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry
real world guide
careers
~nd

Executive

Comttpondent
RPM
Ritual
Music
Efficiency
Fundralslng

a whole lot more

log www.eGrad2000.com

Historian
lnnerhouse
Intramurala
Campus

Involvement
GlftaiAwarda

enter to win a vacation for ten to

europe

including hotel. airfare. eurail
pass. digital camera and more!

~gra(f.leleX.E.'
1M riallt start II tilt rullltllt"

Q).JOBTRAI(.CCM.
•111e Mst silt lor studlllls &
IJHs lookllll for tlleir fllst jell."
• Forllesll8pZIOII

Events

Niketa Halley
Annie Lawson
Stephanie Warford
Laura Lukefahr
Catherine Austin
Aahley Crook
Julia Sholar
Jenny Gillespie
Sarah Relken

Spirit
Risk
Management
Social

Molly Varner
Erin Wine
Kacey Condict

Congratulations ladies! We
know you will do an outstandin
job! In our bonds,
Your Sigma Sisters

CollegeLife
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Speech, Debate Team win award at national conference
BY TARA S HELBY
STAFF WRITER

Two members of the MSU
Speech and Debate Team talked
their way into a national award
at the National Forensic Association Tournament in Athens,
Ohio, from April13 to 17.
"It is a grueling competition,"
Director of speech and debate C.
Rae Coel Coleman said. "They
have to compete every day."
Maria Locklear, senior from
florence, was a quarterfinalist in
poetry. This makes her one of
the top 20 students in the nation.
She has been competing with the
team for the past four years and
is the team's outgoing president.
Locklear chose the poem

"Birthday Trip Tyck" for the
competition.
"I chose it because the subject
matter was modem," Locklear
said. "It's about coming to terms
with sexuality."
Locklear said the judges look
not only at the piece itself, but at
how the competitor takes it and
brings it to life.
"You have to breathe energy
into the piece," she said.
Locklear said the secret to her
success ' is repetition and practice.
"She has a lot of raw talent
and has worked hard," Coleman
said.
Another successful competitor
is Billy Hansen, sophomore
from St. Peters, Mo., who placed

as an octofinalist in LincolnDouglas debate. This puts him
in the top 10 in the nation.
Lincoln-Douglas debate is a
one-on-one debate in which the
contestants are allowed to cross
examine each other. The topic is
selected by the schools in
August of each year. This year's
topic was genetically modified
organisms.
Hanson has participated in
debate since he was in high
school.
"Billy is a high ly seasoned
debater," Coleman said. "He has
a lot of experience."
Eight members of the team
qualified to compete, including
Locklear and Hansen. The others were Katie Weber, junior

from Peoria; Heidi Krug, sophomore from Benton; Elana Kornegay, senior from Montgomery,
Ala.; Thurman Foster, freshman
from Murray; Dave Smith,
junior from Martin, Tenn.; and
Stacy Wyatt, junior from Murray.
The tournament hosted more
than 90 universities, including
some of the top schools in the
country. MSU competed in a
division of 42 schools. The team
as a whole came in 11th place.
"The team did a phenomenal
job this year," Locklear said.
Hanson agreed the team was
very successful.
''Since last year the team has
improved," Hanson said. "We
all did an excellent job."

Robert Pieroni/The News

Studio Festival offers variety of shows Not many applying
for REBOS money
BY WINDY M OHEAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A student avant-garde theater
and dance festival opens on the
Wilson Hall's Studio Ill Theater
stage Wednesday.
"This is our tum to use our
skills," Karen Rahlphs, senior from
Steeleville, Ill., said.
All,the pieces in the show are stuJent produced and directed and
some of them ·are written and
choreographed by students.
The festival will include two
groups of performances. The first
group will be performed Wednesday and May 5 and the second
g roup will be performed Thursday
and May6.
The festival will include seven
s hort performances lasting about
one hour each night. It contains
~ome graphic language and adult
content and should raise some eyebrows.
"This is stuff you wouldn't see on
the main'-' stage because it's too
risque," Sean Arnold, senior from

Barry, m., said. Arnold coordinated
this year's festival.
Devin Morgan, sophomore from
Henderson, directed one of the
plays, "The Loser." He said people
should come out and see the festival b~cause it will include performances students wouldn't normally see on stage.
'1 expect this one to be more
avant-garde than years past,"
Arnold said. "There's a great vari~
ety of styles."
Rahlphs said she wants the piece
that she choreographed and is
dancing in to stand out.
"We intend for our performance
to be more than just the two of us
dancing," Rahlphs said. "We want
the audience to be more involved."
The festival runs to May 6. Petformances begin at 7 p.m. Admission to the festival will be $1 for students and $3 for members of the
community. The proceeds wiU help
fund student theater group Sock
and Buskin perpetuated scholarship to be given to ar'l outstanding
member.

BY BRANDl WIUIAMS
AsSISTANT COUEGE LIFE EDITOR

For the third year, the Student
Government Association is sponsoring REBOS, a concert for studen ts in which the money goes
back to the students
Last year REBOS earned
$2,748. The proceeds go to the
Student Life Improvement Fund,
w hich assists organizations on
campus that need capital to present p rograms for the studen t
body.
This year, $250 of that money
was awarded to the Health Education Advocate Team program,
sponsored by the Women's Center, to develop informational
pamphlets.
In the past, o rganizations
would simply give a verbal p resentation to the SGA to request
money from the fund. Now they

are required to fill out a form
before they are allowed to give
their presentation.
"This way we know specifically what the money is spent on,"
Michael Thorne, SGA p resident,
said.
Brandon Kirkham, student
regent, said another reason for
the change in application for
funding was to create more
d iversity a mong groups that
apply for money.
"I was a little distressed
because it was the same five or
six groups requesting money,"
Kirkham said.
Both Kirkham and Thome are
hopeful REBOS will be a success
this year.
Said Thome: "It's something
fun to do on a Saturday night in
Murray, it is a cheep concert and
a ll the money goes back to the
students."

CongratUlations to the fallowing sisters for their
accornplishmeJ:lts:

Your favorite UPN shows are
now on UPN 46 - Star Trek:
Voyager, Moesha and The
WWF Smackdown! Watch
and enjoy UPN along with
UPN 46's other great shows Queen Latifah, Family Feud,
Cops and Blind Date!
.
I

PRSSA Pll Director: Misty Re,~d
PRSSA Historian: Katrina James
CSJ Vice President: Jenny Gillespie
New Bart RA: Kate Gaston
Clark eoneP,Secretary/ Treuurer: Liz Harper
SGA College ofSclence Senator: ·siephanie·· warford
Order of <>mega President: Christian Cruce

Student
Ambassadors:

Katrina James
,,·stephanie Warford
Marilee Morgan

Nicole Shelton
Julia Sholar

Stephanie Warford
Angela Arnold
Cheryl Ostiag
Josie O'Rourke
Jamie Vierkant-

Katrina James

•

#

Annie Lawson ·
Marilee Morgan
Catherine Austin

WQTV Murray
www. upn-46.com

Your Hometown Station!
I.

I.
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Student expresses society through art

Alumni Weekend
rekindles memories

BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Aerie Meredith said she likes to
think and talk about society. So,
naturally, for her senior art exhibition, she speaks of society through
her art.
Meredith's art exhibit," Admonishment to High Culture," is
showing in the upper level of the
Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. The exhibit opened
April 19 and runs through Monday.
"I think everyone should be
exposed to the way people feel
about society," Meredith, senior
from Caneyville, said. "It's important to know what other people
are thinking."
Meredith has done much of art
by metalsmithing.
The exhibit features a small
sculpture titled "Crown of Needles." The main part of the sculpture is a picture of a woman getting married. Meridith said it is a
commentary on a Bible verse that
talks about women being in a subordinate role to men.
Other works on display include
a carved wooden workbench, a
wedding dress with metal growing from it and a mirror titled
"Wall Mirror (My escape from
Murray)."
A reception followed the show
at the gallery last Friday. Meredith
said 'since this is her first solo
show, she liked hearing the com-

BY PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This weekend will be a
time for reuniting and
remembering as Murray
State hosts its a~ual spring
Alumni Weekend.
Today will be the first of
two days in which Murray
State graduates will come
back to their alma mater to
revisit old friends and rekindle old memories.
The focus of several of the
activities for this weekend
center around the 40 and 50
year alumni groups. Some of
these events include the
classes of 1950 and 1960 class
photos, the class of 1950
reunion coffee and the dass
of 1960 reception.
"It's an opportunity to
bring alumni back to campus, again," Jim Carter,
director of Development and
Alumni Affairs, said.
More recent Murray State
graduates see Alumni Weekend as a benefit to all past
graduates of Murray State.
"1 think it's a good opportunity for people that have
drifted away from the Murray community to reconnect
with Murray State,'' Kristina
Sturm, White College residence director and 1999
graduate, said.
Alumni and the public are
invited to participate in several activities throughout
these two days, including the
Emeritus Oub Luncheon, a
silent auction, a live auction,
an MSU Jazz Band concert
and a banquet.
One activity thC\t has
proven to be successful in its
four-year history is the Friday night live auction. The

Ryan Brooks/The News

A wedding dress with metal
accessories is part of the display.
ments observers made about her
work.
"It was nice to be able to see people and their reaction," she said.
Meredith graduates in May, and
then plans to continue her education by going to an art school in
New Jersey.
"I want to make it as an artist,"
Meredith said. "Someday, I'd like
for art to pay the bills."
The gallery is open from 8 a.m .
to 6 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday; 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday, and 1 to 4 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

Ryan Brooks/ The News

Meredith poses with one of her more recent works, a hand-carved
workbench. It is one of many pieces included in her senior exhibit.

Playhouse presents murder, mystery, merriment
BY RACHEL KIRK
STAFF WRITER

Murder is no laughing matter, except at the
Playhouse in the Park.
"Murder at the Howard johnson,'' a mystery
farce, began its run last night at the theater.
"Anything with murder in the title is going
to draw a crowd," Director Michael Dunnagan
said. "They know that jt's either gomg to be
dramatic or hilarious.~'
Dunnagan said this play is the latter.
Dunnagan, who is also artistic director at the
theater, said the play comes from an older

comic style that resembles today's sitcoms.
"There are a lot of quick jokes in the play,"
Dunnagan said.
The play is about a love triangle full of backslabbers. A used car salesman, Paul Mitchell,
played by DunnagC\n, has his murder plotted
by his wife. His wife, Arlene, played by Amy
Sykes, is anything but a happy homemaker.
Don Fleming plays Mitchell Lovell, a dentist
who gets mixed up with the couple.
Sykes said she has really enjoyed working on
the play.
"It's nice because it's such a small cast,"
Sykes said. "We can really work through the

scenes to make them great."
"Murder at the Howard Johnson" is Sykes'
sixth play. She said one of the reasons she
began doing comm~ity theater is because she
gets the chance to play people different from
her.
"It's neat to be someone other than yourself
for a while," Sykes said. "My character is
sleazy, not an upstanding citizen at all."
The play runs tonight through Sunday, May
4 to 7 and May 11 to 13. Those interested can
catch the show Thursdays at 7:30p.m., Fridays
and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sunday afternoons
at 2.

items on auction have been
donated by various people
and organizations in the
community.
Some of this year's items to
be auctioned include two
weekly passes to the Bell
South Classic, an uncut sheet
of Cal Ripkin baseball cards
and a condominium in Palm
Coast, Fla. for one week. All
together, more than 13 items
on auction will be on the
Internet
at
www.murraysta te.edu/ialu/ auction
.htm.
The last activity will be the
Alumni and Friends Banquet
Saturday at 6 p.m. Traditionally, this is the time when
this year's recipients of the
distinguished alumnus, distinguished professor and distinguished student awards
will receive their awards.
This year's recipients of the
distinguished
alumnus
awards are Ed Cupp for his
research in treating river
blindness, Arthur Fields for
his work with the commercial and residential developments
for
Crescent
Resources and Stephen A.
Williams for his work with
Norton Healthcare.
This year's award for distinguished professor will go
to Bonnie Higginson, chairperson for the department of
elementary and secondary
education.
This year's award for distinguished student will go to
Scott Pile, junior from Constantine.
The activities begin today
at 10:30 a.m. and end with
the banquet Saturday. The
ticket prices are $10 for the
auction and $15 for the banquet.

Graduation
"Your H0111d_,. ltuiiNUICttSNNtt"
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College-Grads- get ~~p,.o. cr off
when you buy any Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Pontiac or GMC Vehicle.
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GMAC

Oldamoblle.

• Available only to eligible college graduates who are residents of AR, LA, OK, TX and select counties in AL, CO, lA, IL,
KS, KY, MO, MS, NE, NM, SO and TN. You must be within 6 months of graduation or have graduated within the past 2
years from a two-year or four-year college. Certificate program students are not eligible. You must take retail delivery from
participating dealer stock between 3/0l/00 and 6/3QOO. May not be combined with other targeted offers. "GMAC" is a
registered service mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation.

Take a Test Drive and Get a $50 ~
·~·Certificate~ at these Participating Dealers!
~"~

Shop on-line for clothing, books and more at over 70 e-tailers.

• •Offer 8ood while supplies last only at l*t•ciJllhnt dulers. Ava•lable only to raidents of AK, LA. OK, TX and 111eet countoes in
Al, CO, lA, ll, KS, KY, MO NE, NM, SO and 1N. Of!wls open to students at leelt 181MB of ace with 1 valid dtiwrllicense, e-maol add,_
and $ludent 10 or doplome since 5198. Visit &merad comlscr for compl«e GM Test Drivl c.tlf!Cate PfQifllll rules.
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
(270) 753-2617

Parsons Motor Co.
(270) 247-4111
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(270) 527-8671
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Lady Racer tennis takes third in OVC Tournament
BY Joe DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
tennis team was in action last
weekend in the OVC Women's
Tennis Championship. The Lady
Racers won the first match, but
then lost the semi-final and third
place matches to finish fourth in
the conference.
The Lady Racers came into the
tournament ranked No. 2 in the
ave. The team had only lost one
match, to Middle Tennessee
State, after beating every other
ave team it faced. The team
seemed to be headed for a
rematch with MTSU in the finals,

until being derailed by a tough
Tennessee Tech team.
"We came in really focused,"
Cheryl Graham, freshman from
Peachtree City, Ga., said. "We
just didn't play our best tennis
against Tech."
The Lady Racers demolished
Austin Peay in a first round
sweep, 5-0. Nina Sartz-Knudsen,
senior from Oslo, Norway,
defeated Celest Tompkins in
three sets, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3. Erica Heshelman, freshman from Rockport, Til., defeated Veronica Carr
in two sets, 6-0,6-1.
All three MSU doubles teams
also won to give MSU the victo-

ry.
"We played really well against
Austin Peay," Graham said.
"That was definitely our best
play of the tournament."
Things started to fall apart for
the Lady Racers after the outstanding performance in the first
match.
MSU then took on rival and
No. 3 in the OVC, Tech. SartzKnudsen, Heshelman and Maria
Alonte, sophomore from Milwaukee, all fell in two straight
sets in singles competition, giving Tech a 3-0 lead.
Coach Connie Keasling decided to gamble on the doubles

play, bringing MSU back into the
match. This gamble unfortunately didn't work.
Alonte and Juliana Hite, junior
from Florence, were the only
duo to come out on top, defeating Mimova and Carolina 8-6.
The
combinations
of
Graham/Steen and Heshelman/Sartz-.Knudsen didn't fair
so well against the overpowering duos put forth by Tech. MSU
lost the match by a final score of

5-1.
"We all wanted to win so
much we outdid ourselves,"
Alonte said. "We really wanted
it, but it just didn't happen."

The team then tried to
rebound from the disappointing
match against Tech, and defeat
long-time rival UT-Martin. lronically the two teams met last year
to play for third. This time, the
Lady Skyhawks would come out
on top.
The competition was fierce in
the singles competition. SartzKnudsen fell to Martha Montano
in two sets, 6-0, 6-1. Alonte
fought hard but ended up falling
to Katie Sell, 6-3, 7-5. Hite had
trouble finishing out the match
after losing a close first set, 7-5,
and eventually fell behind in the
second, 6-3. Steen brought a

spark back into the Racer team
after she defeated Olivia Shipley,
7-5,6-3.
The tension now turned to
doubles again as the Lady Racers were down 3-1.
However, only the combination of Alonte/ Hite could find
the answer to beating UT-Martin 8-2. The teams of SartzKnudsen/Heshelman
and
Steen/Graham both fell by the
score of 8-5, giving UT-Martin
the win 5-2.
"It's disappointing," Keasling
said. "We have a young team
and we will definitely be back
next year."

'Breds stop four-game
skid with win over USI
Murray State 4
USI 3 (10 inn.)

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

RECORDS: MuRRAY

Sometimes in baseball players get
the chance to be a hero after a previous
play sets them up to be a goat. That
was the case for two Murray State
Thoroughbreds on Tuesday.
The 'Breds (17-21) stopped a fourgame losing skid Tuesday afternoon
with a 4-3 come-from-behind victory
over the Southern Indiana Screaming
Eagles (23-25) in 10 innings at Reagan
Field.
The 'Breds' rally was led by key hits
from Ronnie Seets, freshman from
Harrisburg, m., and Brad Langdon,
senior from Leitchfield, whose errors
had given Southern Indiana a 3-2 lead
going into the bottom of the lOth after
the 'Breds led 2-1 in the top of the
ninth.
"This win was exactlY, what we needed," 'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke
said. "We needed to break the bad
momentum going into this game."
Murray State led 2-1 going into the
ninth inning, but an error by Seets led
to an RBI single by Josh Perkins to tie
the game at two.
In the top of the lOth inning, Eagle
first baseman Michael Peerman led off
the inning with a hard shot to Langdon, who misjudged the ball and could
not throw Peerman out. Peerman
scored later in the inning when he stole
home on a double steal, putting USI
ahead3-2.
The Eagles looked to add more runs,
but Eagle center fielder Marcus Reen's
drive was caught by 'Breds left fielder
Jamiko Sands, junior from Nassau, The
Bahamas, who originally misjudged
the ball, but made an over-the-shoul-

STATE

17-21

SPORTS EDITOR

I

SOUTHERN INDIANA

23-2.5
KEY PlAYERS:
CHRIS JOHNSON,

5-

FOR·5 WITH .A DOuBLE, TRIPlE AND THREE
SINGLES,
COMMENTS: NWE
NEEDED TO BREAK THE
BAD MOMENTUM
GOING INTO THIS
GAME • -' BREDS
HEAD COACH MIKE
THIEKE, ON STOPPING
THE 'BREDS FOUR·
GAME LOSING
STREAK.

der catch to end the inning.
"They were hitting with wood bats,
so it sounded funny coming off the
bat," Sands said. "I started to charge
but then saw it was carrying so I had to
adjust to make the catch."
Gamar Byars, freshman center fielder from Louisville, started the 'Breds'
rally with one out in the bottom of the
lOth inning when he got an infield single over the head of the Eagle third
basemen, then went to third on a single
by Seets.
"He threw me inside fastballs all
day, so I knew he was going to come
back with it and all I tried to do was get
it past the third baseman," 5eets said.
Langdon then laid a safety squeeze
bunt down the first base line to score
Byars, and also avoided the tag to put
runners at first and second for Sands.
With runners at second and third
with one out, Sands hit a rope into
right field to score the winning run for
the 'Breds and end the four-game losing skid.
Murray State lost to non-conference
foe Southern IJlinois at Carbondale 3-0
Wednesday and now prepares to travel to Ohio Valley Conference leader
Southeast Missouri State in a threegame series this weekend.
Thieke said even though the Racers
fell a bit in the standings, they still have
a chance to get a top seed for the ave
Tournament next month.
"This stretch of the season is probably the second test for these guys," he
said. "The first test was to see if we
could rebound from that horrible start
we had. They figured out ways to do it
before and now our goal is to get that
feeling back."

Jeremy R. Edward;;/The M~w5

(Top)
from Columbus, Ohlo, swings at a
low pitch during the 'Breds 4-3 victory Tuesday. Moore was 2-for-S on
the day with two RBls.
(Left) Scott Greene, sophomore
from Louisville, throws the strikeout pitch to Marcus Renn of
Southern Indiana to end the top of
the fourth inning Tuesday.

Women's golf prepares for chance at fourth-straight title
STAFF

REPORT

Murray State's women's golf
team will compete in the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships in Cookeville, Tenn. this
weekend.
Tennessee Tech will host the
54-hole
tournament
today
through Sunday at the Ironwood
Golf Course.

The Lady Racers are three-time
defending champions and hope
to make it four in a row, Head
Coach Velvet Milkman said.
"We are excited about going
into the tournament," Milkman
said. "Our seniors take pride in
bringing three ave titles home
and would love to win a fourth."
Murray State will probably
battle last year's runner-up, host

Tennessee Tech. Four Golden
Eagles rank in the top 10 golfers
in the league.
"Everyone probably thinks
Tech is the favorite, which doesn't hurt our feelings, but the conference is solid from top to bottom in my view," Milkman said.
A possible challenge may
come from Eastern Kentucky,
which won in 1996, the last time

the tournament was held in
Cookeville.
"For us to win it will take a
solid effort throughout the lineup," Milkman said. "Our seniors
always step up, but our three,
four and five spots will have to
step it up, which they can."
This season, the Lady Racers
have two tourney wins, two
individual titles and several top

10 finishes.
They are led by Jessica Widman, senior from Mansfield
Texas, and two-time OVC Golfer
of the Year Jenny Daag, senior
from Linkoping, Sweden.
Behind the seniors are Megan
Rees, sophomore from Hertfordshire, England; Tina Marshall,
junior from Frankfort; and
Stephanie Raskey, freshman

from Mount Sterling.
"We've had a great season win
or lose, but our seniors are determined to win their fourth ring,"
Milkman said.
Next year the winner of the
OVC Championship will receive
an automatic bid into the NCAA
Championship, which the OVC
men's champion received this
year.

Murray State athletics should make its own name nationally
Sports Talk

jASON
j

I •

BILLINGSLEY
"WHAT
HAPPENED TO
BEING THE BEST
MURRAY STATE

UNIVERSITY WE
CAN BE!"

I heard something at the 2000
Racer Basketball Banquet C'n April
17 that made me worry about the
future image of Murray State athletics.
At the end of the banquet, Murray State Athletic Director E. W.
Dennison said something I thought
was kind of odd.
He said to dose your eyes and
imagine a giant letter G. He then
said open your eyes and imagine
that G stood for Gonzaga. ·
Yes, you heard me right, Gonzaga.
What Dennison was referring to
was the new goal of Murray State
athletics to become a bigger name
school among the mid-major conferences by becoming the new Gonzaga, which went to the Elite 8 and
the Sweet 16 the last two years in

the NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament.
While the mainly Racer Foundation audience was immediately
excited about the athletic department's new image, the first thought
that came to my mind was one of
doubt.
What happened to being the best
Murray State University we can be?
I know Murray State is trying to
break into national recognition with
its athletic programs, and I applaud
the athletic department for trying to
climb into that spotlight.
But my question is why can't it be
as Murray State University in Murray, Ky. instead of as a clone of
Gonzaga University in Spokane,
Wash.?
You may wonder what Gonzaga
University has done in the last year,

excluding its run to the Sweet 16
during March Madness. Well, here
are the West Coast Conference
standings for Gonzaga's other varsity sports from its sports information director:
Women's basketball - eighth;
men's and women's cross countryfifth; men's golf- seventh; women's
golf - fourth out of five teams;
women's crew - first out of five
teams; men's soccer- fourth out of
seven teams; women's soccer- seventh; men's tennis- seventh; women's tennis - sixth; and women's
volleyball - seventh.
Not a bad lineup, but not super,
either. Basically, the only other
major recognition for Gonzaga University before the last two NCAA
men's basketball tournaments was
the fact NBA legend John Stockton

went to Gonzaga.
Last time [checked, the MSU rifle
team was the only Murray State
athletic team to win a post season
Ohio Valley Conference tournament so far this year.
Men's basketball tied for the regular season crown but lost the ave
Tournament final. Women's basketball and volleyball lost in the ave
Tournament semifinals. MSU football lost the ave Championship to
Tennessee State for the second consecutive season. The track and tennis teams were competitive, but did
not win an ave title.
Shouldn't we be worrying about
getting all our other teams to the
point where we win the ave title in
every sport, both male and female?
That would really put some national recognition on Murray State's

athletic department and it would be
as Murray State, not another school.
I saw an interview with Vince
Carter of the Toronto Raptors on
ESPN thb weekend that illustrates
my point well.
When he was in junior high
school and all the players were
fighting over the numbers of the
most popular NBA players of th.tt
time, his mother gave him a simple
piece of advice: "Don't pick someone else's number. Make your own
number famous."
That is what the Murray State
athletic department should do,
make the University famous for
being Murray State, not someone
else.

Jason Billingsky is tile sports editor for
"The Murray State Nl?lvs."
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SportUcht
ris johnson,
Cheryl Heshelman
Chris johnson
and Cheryl Heselman are in this
:week's Racer
SportLight.
Johnson, senior
from Metropolis,
JU., went five for
five in Tuesday's
baseball game vs.
Southern Indiana.
Johnson not
only played excel·
lent defense from
h'is position at
shortstop, but
also hit a double,
a triple and three
singles.
Heshelman,
freshman from
Peachtree City,
Ga., earned a spot
on the AII-OVC
Women's Tennis
Team after post·
ing the best sin·
gles record for the
Lady Racers this
season.
She has shined
brightly in her
first season of col·
legiate play. She
not only leads tlie
team in singles
ins, she also
kno~howto

ucceed in acade·
mics. She boasts
ne of the h igheSt
PA's on the
team.

Fastfact
April 28, 1966,
f~he Celtics beat
Lakers in
seven games for
e NBA Champi·
nship, enabling
Coach Red
Auerbach to retire
twlth his eighth
ls uccessive title.
Source: ESPN
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the Breds were stalled by a strong Saluki defense. SIU scored the only runs of
the game in the first, second and fifth
innings, winning the game by a final
score of 3-0.
The Breds did not lose a spot in the
conference rankings because SIU is a
non~onference opponent.
Coach Mike Thieke hopes to pull out
of the non~onference slump and finish
putting together an impressive year in
conference play.

Four MSU players named
Richardson defends choice of
to AII-OVC teams
his son as TSU head coach
MSU tennis team members
Nolan Richardson m, son of Arkansas
Head Basketball Coach Nolan Richard·
son Jr., was named the new head coach
of the Tennessee State University bas·
ketball team.
The decision has sparked controversy
at the University. According to an Ass~
ciated Press article in the April 26 edi·
tion of "The Paducah Sun," many pe~
pie said they feel that even though
Richardson has been an assistant coach
to his father for 10 years, many more
qualified candidates were looked over.
Many fans believe he was hired not for
h is skill as a coach, but because of his
father.
Many fans also voiced their concern
over the fact that the athletic director
was left off the selection committee by
the University president.
The hiring occurred after the resigna·
tion of former Head Coach Frankie
Allen after a disappointing 7·22 season
last year.
His father defended his son's appoint·
ment to the position, citing that he is an
excellent coach and hard worker.
"He' s a good teacher and excellent
coach/' Richardson Jr. said.
Many eyes now tum toward TSU to
see exactly what he is capable of.

OveraU
EKU
15·3
29·10
2.t.19
MSU
12·2
27·16
MTSU
11·3
8-6
17·22
MSU
2(}.20
TTU
5-6
EIU
7· 10 16--23
22-23
APSU
6·9
Morehead 2·13 18·2:H
UTM
0·14
8·33

Men's golf finishes sixth
at OVC Tournament
The men's golf team finished its sea·
son in Paris, Tenn. last weekend. The
team shot a combined 633 to finish sixth
in the OVC Tournament.
The team was led by Brandon Hen·
son, freshman from Mayfield, who fired
a 157 to finish 19th individually.
Michael Calef, junior from West
Bridgewater, Mass., followed with a
score of 159, placing him 21st individu·
ally.
Middle Tennessee State won the tournament after overcoming Eastern Kentucky on the second day with a total
score of 6(!7.

MSU's annual Pepsi Racer
Classic: set for June 2

SIU shuts out 'Breds, 3-0
Southern Jllinois University hosted
Murray State in Carbondale, lll., where

Baseball
Schedule

Baseball
Standing$
ovc

Nikola
Aracic, Thiago Gondim, Maria Alonte
and Cheryl Graham were all named to
the All-OVC team this weekend for
their outstanding performances this season.
Aracic, sophomore from Ahaus, Germany, was named to the team for the
second year in a row. Aracic was one of
the leading players for the Racers this
year, leading the team to a sixth p lace
finish in the OVC Tournament.
Gondim, sophomore from Fortaleza,
Brazil, was a newcomer to the Racer
Team this season. He helped lead the
Racers all season posting one of the best
singles records in the OVC.
Alonte, sophomore from Milwaukee,
Wis., was a leading force for the Lady
Racers this year. She boasts great speed
and power while also being a consistent
performer.
Heshelman, freshman from Peachtree
City, Ga., led the Lady Racers this year
in singles competition. She had the best
overall singles record of any Lady
Racer, while only in her freshman year.
She is also one of the academic leaders
of the team as well.

Aprill9
Btlmont AI Ea.•lem l<entudcy,""""

El•t«n Keltudcy at L'T-Martm (2), I
pm.
Auslin reay at Morehead Slllt, 2.
p.m.
Mumy State 11 Si>ulhe;»t Ml...,..ri
~2) , lp.m.

Middle Tenn.-e al TOll- T«h
!2). tp.m
April30
Austin P.ay at Mc>r.lw•.J SLic.., n<l(ln
1\iiddlt> T•!U111!!1,.,., at Tenneo;tft' T«h,
l p.m

E.N em nlinoi' at IJT-MJr'lln. I p.m.
MWTily SWill! 01 Soulh..,t Mo'IS<lurt, 2
p.m.
M•y l
Tonnessee Tompw 11 T..,.._T...·h
{2). I p m.
~nhall., Morehead su~. 5 p.m

2000 Racer
Ani5t Award
Aubrey Reese

Dick Cunningham
Rebound Award
Jqaac Spt-n,er

Residential
Colleges

Tom Moran Most
Counogeous Awud
l!."'ac Spo.>nttr

Basketball Awards
!lenni~ Pure~ II

The 2000 Pepsi Racer Classic is sched·

Joe Fulb Mo.t Valuable
Playfl' Award
Aubrey Reese & Isaac Spencer
J~ff ~rtin S~nlor

Award

Aaron Page

Ga~tl

Outst.-nding Basketball
CarHrAwud
fWd Murray & Isaac Spencer

BHhrar
Defen•ivr Awud
Marlon Towns
How•rd Crilttonden
free Throw Awud
Aubrey Ret'Se

Athl dic: Director's
Ch.uactrr Award
Mike Turnt'f & Aaron Page

Re• Alexander Scholar
Athlet~ Award
Mtke Turner

Distinguished Servicr Awoud
Carl Husslng

R.tcer Hustle Award
Ray CuMmgham

Men's Soccer
~enls

Clark

HI.'Srer
BSU

Soccer

Soccer

Alphil Tau Omrgil

2-3
2-:l
2·-1

SlpaChi
Alpha Sigma Phi

w
3-2
3·2
2-3
2·3
0-4
DNP
DNP

Sigma Phi Ep!ilon
Alpha Gamma Rhn
Sigma PI

Women's Soccer

Alpha Omicron PI

3-0

Sigma Slgm" Sigma
Alph.a ~Ita PI

2·1
0-2

Elizabeth
H.trt

APIU 1M

~:
EIWU
1118

E-2

E~
~25
MTIU 1&
JSUS

Alph.a Gamma Della (}.2
Alpha Slama Alpha

DNP

3-1
2·2
2·2
1·2
1·2

Hest"r
White

Ginger Adams Memori.&l
Spirit Award
Jessi Harri..;on

Sororities

PI Kappa Alphil

1-t

Reg~ts

.. .

Fraternities

4-1
3-2

1·3

Franklin
Richmond

11110 11·7
~11111-8

"Sports Briefly" is compiled by foe Dan
Dacus, assistant sports editor.

t.mbda Chi Alplu

Ml

Eliubelh
Radioactive

uled for Friday, June 2 at Miller Merna.
rial Golf Course in Murray.
For the second consecutive year, Mar·
ion Pepsi will sponser the event which
features a six· man scramble format.
Golfers will h~ve the opportunity to win
more than $100,000 during the tourney.
Any individual who hits~ hol~in·one
on a par three hole will recieve $10,000.
The person closest to the pin on a par
three will have a one swing chance for a
hol~in.:One on the 18 hole.
For a cost of $80 a person, players
recieve 18 holes of golf, cart fees, an
embroidered golf shirt, team color
photo, lunch provided by outback
Steakhouse, beverages provided by
Marion Pepsi and special hole prizes.
Th tournament is limited to the first
240 golfers to register and will be divid·
ed into morning and afternoon tee
times.
Shotgun starts begin at 8 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. Teams will once again be flighted
by handicaps and trophies will be
awarded to the winning teams in each
flight.
For more information, call the MSU
athletics office at (270) 762-3517.
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Take this Test, Receive a

$50 Certificate!
ISN'T LEARNING
FUN?
~

Michael Hayden
Newest Sales Person at
Country Chevrolet

Dr.
As
ves
Josie L. Gray
Michelle
Hargrove
Harney
Eliza
. Hayse
Christo
Vir

Michael Hayden, a
member of the 2000 graduating class from Murray
State University, has
joined County Chevrolet
as its newest Sales Person.
Michael will receive a
bachelor of science in
agriculture. He is an
alumni of the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity.
Michael is from
Graves County and is an
avid outdoorsman. He has
been married to Natalie,
his wife, since July of
1999.
He would like to invite
his fellow class members,
fraternity brothers and all
hunting and fishing people to stop by and visit
him.·
General Motors is
offering a special program
for college grads that
includes a $600 rebate.
Michael has arranged to
be the contact person for
this special program. Call
Michael for the details.

1 ,500 Manufacturer's Cash Rebate*
+$600 College Grad**
$2,1 00 CASH BACK

The

~

Test Drivet

In college or abcv:t to graduate? Simply show your college 10 or recent diploma
to test drive any new Chevy car or truck and receive a $50 doughNET certificate
good toward thousands of cool things at doughNET.com. Shop for clothing, CO's,
books and much more, at over 70 e-tailers!
Find out more at

www.gmgrad.com/scr
Ack for Mi chael He,den
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Racer football players look for place to play after MSU
STAFF REPORT

j OE PEREZ
senior, Overland
Parl<, Kan

PEREZ WAS
SIGNED BY THE
KANSAS CrrY
CHIEFS THURSDAY.

Now that the NFL Draft has come
and gone, undrafted Murray State
football players are looking at their
options for football after college.
One Murray State senior standout has already been signed by an
NFL team.
Joe Perez, senior wide receiver
from Overland Park, Kan., signed a
rookie free agent contract with the
Kansas City Chiefs on Thursday.
Perez caught 64 passes for 920
yards and six touchdowns for the
Racers last season, as he formed
one of the most lethal pairs of
receivers in Murray State history

with Terrance Tillman, junior from
Memphis, Tenn., who set the single-season records for reception
yards and receiving touchdowns.
Perez had a two-year total of 100
receptions for 1,400 yards at Murray State after transfering from Coffeyville (Kansas) Community College.
Perez best game in his Murray
State career came at Southern Illinois on Sept. 11, 1999 when he
caught 10 passes for 202 yards.
Two other Racers are getting pro
tryouts this weekend.
Jermaine Manning, senior from
Austin, Texas, is scheduled to tryout out for the Calgary Stampede of

the Canadian Football League this
weekend.
Justin Bivins, senior from Dolton,
Ill., is scheduled to have a tryout for
the new XFL, which is being organized by World Wrestling Federation owner Vince McMahon.
Meanwhile, the one Racer who
many people thought would have
the easiest time turning pro is having the most difficulty.
justin Fuente, senior from Tulsa,
Okla., was not invited to any of the
NFL's mini camps.
Fuente was named the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of
the Year last season for leading the
Racers to within one win of the

OVC title by setting three singleseason and two single-game OVC
records.
Fuente also set or tied 12 school
records during his two-year stint at
MSU after transfering from the University of Oklahoma.
Fuente has been p racticing on the
campus of Illinois State in Normal,
Ill. in the hopes a pro team will call.
Currently, Fuente is working as a
volunteer quarterback's coach at lUinois State for Denver Johnson, who
was his head coach at Murray State.
Fuente was the only Racer to
attend the main NFL combine in
Indianapolis, where a 5.19 time in
the 40-yard dash and his height of 6

feet 1 1/2 inches may have h urt his
chances.
Fuente was projected by Pro Football Weekly as the 20th best quarterback available for the NFL draft, and
only 12 quarterbacks were taken.
He was also the only Racer to play
in the Blue-Gray All-Star Game in
Mobile, Ala. on Christmas Day 1999,
where he completed 8 of 11 passes
for 71 yards.
Fuente has expressed interest in
the XFL, CFL or the Arena Football
League if they call him for a tryout.
If Fuente remains unsigned, he
will stay as a graduate assistant at
Illinois State, he said in Wednesday's "The Paducah Sun."

Men's tennis finishes sixth at Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
"It was probably the closest
matches of anyone else in the
whole tourney/' Head Coach
Mel Purcell said. "It is just too
bad we came out with the loss."
Murray State won two of the
three doubles matches, but the
Morehead Eagles won four of
the five singles matches to clinch
the win.
"We looked good in doubles,"

BY TIM AlSOBROOKS
STAff WRITER

Murray State's men's tennis
team placed sixth in the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship in Nashville, Tenn. last
weekend.
The men played in the most
competitive match of the first
round April 20 against Morehead, but lost 4-2.

Purcell said. "They just outlasted
us in the singles matches."

At No. 1 doubles, Nikola
Aracic, sophomore from Ahaus,
Germany, teamed with Thlago
Gondim, sophomore form Fortaleza, Brazil, to defeat Morehead's No. 1 doubles team 8-4.
The No. 3 doubles team of
Tony Hardman, senior from Liverpool, England, and Alex Sun-

densten, junior from Snaroya,
Norway, won 8-3.
"It was Tony's first game back
since he suffered the knee injury
the second game of the season,"
Sundensten said. "We were just
glad he was able to compete with
us."
Gondim won the No. 2 singles
over Greg Dawkins 6-1, 6-2, for
the only singles win for the men.

"He played his heart out and
took control early, even though
we had already lost the match,"
Purcell said.
The No. 1 singles match was
not played sin(:e the decid ing
point had already been won by
Morehead. Gondim and Aracic
also won All-OVC honors for
Murray State.
Murray State's sixth-place fin-

jVlrs. llnn

Saturday Night
at th _e Fairgrounds

New Location

3040 94 East
767-0508
2 miles from downtown

---------------------}Vlrs. 14nn
Psychic Reader & 14dvisor
!fells~,

prCMirt ~ ~.,.,......,.. fJI

...,tlonl

1 00/o off for MSU students
with this coupon

ish was decided in the second
and third rounds.
MSU beat Eastern Ken tucky in
the second round April 21. In the
third round, Austin Peay beat
MSU 4-3.
Said Gondim: "Overall the
team was sort of disappointed
with a sixth p lace finish, b u t
happy for me and Nick
(Aracic)."

Tickets on Sale in the.SGA Office
l\lletropolltan Community Church
of Paducah

~~cASH

P.O. Box 1 88
Paducah. KY 42002

Meeting •"

626-B Broadway
(Behind Curtis
May's Studio)

Rev. L .

F~n, Past~u= ~~~~~

S a rvlcea :
Sunday 11 :00 A . M .
Wed. 7 : 00 P. M.

IN A FLASH"'

Loans On An3'thin• Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
C a n • Truc k. • G uns • Knives • TV's
Ste reos • Music al E quip m ent • C oins • J ewel ry
Stamps • BaaebaU C ards • Antiques • Miscellaneou s

••

Z8YearAnnlver•ary
713 S. 12 St. MURRAY, KY 42071
753-7113

4 : 30-8p. m .
(270) 443·3339
(270) 753-6361

GET YOUR
2000 SHIELD
YEARBOOK!
Back By Popular Demand!
.

'

Beginning April 26 and 27
Every Wednesday & Thursday· Nite
18 Years of Age To Enter
After 9 p.m.

Wednesday Nites • College Nite
'{l]@fJ IJo@[k)~~ @®[rufJ@~fJ
Contest Starts At 10 p.m.
Thursday Nites
~WO~®Q!J011 @®[KJ1J[3@1J [?®~ IJGa[3 [S&®Q~@
G{l&m® lli®®W ·@®[fJ11~~11 [?®m LJaa~ @QDW@
Cash Prizes Both Nites
Must Have Valid ID To Enter After 9 p.m.

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

-.

I

I

(270) 575·0508

Available at these
Locations starting May 1:
In front of Carr Health
Cunis Center
Faculty Hall
Winslow Dining Hall

M-F
W-Th
M-T
T

9-5
10-2
9-5
5-7

You may pick up your book in
advance Thursday, April 27 and Friday,
April 28 at the SHIELD office, 228 C
Wilson Hall. Yearbooks are on sale
for $40. Organizations can purchase
duplicate group photos in SHIELD office.
For more information call the SHIELD
office at 762-4495.
I
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Sartz-Knudsen follows family ties
McNUTT

Sartz-Knudsen said her mother and father moved to Norway
on a trial basis to see if her mom
Many students who attend liked living in such different
Murray State have known since conditions and learning a totally
they were young this would be different language.
the school they chose. Nina
"It's been 24 or 25 years, and
Sartz-Knudsen is one of those she says she's still trying it out,"
students.
Sartz-Knudsen said, laughing.
Sartz-Knudsen, however, did
Sartz-Knudsen said she was
not just trek the Western Ken- unsure of her tennis abilities
tucky Parkway, and she had to when she came to Murray State,
brave much deeper waters than so she didn't pursue a tennis
the mighty Ohio River.
scholarship or even talk to Lady
In fact, she even had to bridge Racer Head Coach Connie
the language gap.
Keasling until the middle of her
Sartz-Knudsen grew up in second semester here.
Oslo, Norway, and now plays
"About the middle of my sectennis for the Lady Racers.
ond semester I walked onto the
"It was always planned that courts and hit a couple of balls
I'd come to Murray State on a with Mel Purcell (men's tennis
tennis scholarship," Sartz-Knud- head coach)," she said. "I asked
sen said. "But I didn't end up if I'd be good enough to be on
playing tennis when I got here. 1 the team and he said yes."
d idn't really think I would be
Now Sartz-Knudsen switches
good enough."
off between playing the No. 1
Instead, Sartz-Knudsen spent and 2 spot for the Lady Racers.
her freshman year at Murray
However, graduation will
State getting to know her moth- mark the end of her days in comer's family.
petitive tennis.
Her mother, who is originally
" I want to work in advertisfrom Paducah, met Nina's father ing," she said. "I want to go to
at Murray State. They moved to either Seattle or Florida when I
Norway after they ma rried.
graduate."
"My dad went to the UniversiSartz-Knudsen said she wants
ty of Washington for two years," to go to Seattle because her
Sartz-Knudsen said. "Then they boyfriend lives there and plays
quit having a tennis program. tennis for the University of
Bennie Purcell (Murray State Washington in Seattle.
men's tennis coach at the time)
"He's from Norway, and we
recruited him, so he started knew of each other before we
school here. My mom's from came over here, but about two
years ago we started talking at a
Paducah and they met here."
BY ALYSON

CHIEF COPY EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The News

, Nina Sar tz-Knudsen, senior from Oslo, Norway, bits a shot
d uring her last borne collegiate match vs. Eastern Illinois.

tennis tournament and kept in place showing at the OVC tourtouch all year," she said. "Last nament in Nashville last week,
year we met again, and that's she thinks it has been a good
when we started dating. So we year.
do the long-distance thing."
"The team we had this year
Sartz-Knudsen said although has been the best since I've been
she wants to stay in the United here," she said. "I've played
States for a while, she wants to very good players this year since
eventually move back to Nor- I've been switching off at one
way.
and two, but I think it's fun. I've
"It was my mom's biggest fear learned a lot."
that I would come over here,
Teammate Juliana Hite, junior
meet an American boy and not from Florence, said Sartz-Knudcome back," she said, smiling. sen is a leader on and off the
"But I definitely want to go court.
back."
"Nina is a real1y fair person,"
For the Sartz-Knudsens, tennis Hite said. "I can't imagine her
is a family affair.
not getting along with someone.
In a country where everyone She really goes out of her way to
skis, Sartz-Knudsen said every- make sure everyone fits in."
one in her family, from her
Hite said even though Sartzgrandparents to her aunts and
Knudsen grew up in Norway,
uncles to her father, plays tennis.
She is not that much different
"The one who really started
than Americans.
me on tennis was my grandfa"We say she's from 'Norther," she said.
wica,"' Hite said, laughing.
Sartz-Knudsen will work as an
Hite said although Sartz. assistant coach for next year's
tennis team until she graduates Knudsen always tries to make
in December, since she has used everyone feel welcome, she is an
intense player.
all four years of her eligibility.
"She's a great competitor,"
"Even though I didn't play
Hite
said. "She gives everything
tennis, since I was here I lost a
she's
got on the court."
year of eligibility," she said. "If
Keasling
said Sartz-Knudsen
Coach (Keasling) had known
about me, she could have red- brings special qualities to the
shirted me, but she didn't, so I team.
"Nina is one of the best playonly get three years of playing."
ers
I've ever had the privilege to
Sartz-Knudsen said playing on
this year's team has been espe- coach," Keasling said at a Jlfess
conference. "Nina brings a lot of
cially rewarding for her.
She said even though the team leadership and experience to the
was disappointed in its fourth team this season."
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V... or ·'''10"""'ilk. AL HOI.l-+41-1271 , ext

HT· IJ5.

Jll'~tn :IV:ul INn muney clo>wn & "" L'f<.xl•
It d~c.-.icl l'ucl oll('\.'1lti>.,, 11~-w p:>y .<":lie

& ""~ Call HurhnltlO" Mocnr C'.:tnic:r.~
llRI\If'.R HOME E\'ERY WEfKE!IIO. Nu
lcJ''" purcha.o;c.()wn u In" k in 24 lltK1·'564-6l6l.
month,.
2-year/ 2()(1,01))
IIIII~
~F.Cl111l1 \'()f iR nm:RI;i up '" .,17 q>m
Oper;olor•·N<"w
ro ,,l;ll'l, full hc:ndilx, new ~~~n~.:ntion~l,,
w;trramy .Owner
:t.O.HVmilc <Luudo::c.llt:mrtyl. l'r(i'vfc.ft: - il~• home lillie, rc~tlnn.ol h~ O'Il! c.lrl~t·n•
h.hc pbt., & f"'niiiL' 11:tltl llah•lnydi.td
n<"t'<ld:J all A~<ti• t'xpr.._...,, lltll)-'.)27.{1431 .
Lax.:.~ T•~l/"'""'" r<'l'l'tpt•. C.1111pJO) l>nwww :mtin·xpres.s.t·om
'<'f'S• S!Jndup convenllclfl3i-. l\tJrt Ufl In
AIR FORCI: Great <':lm:r opportunities
$(1.33/mile. f~ ln,ur:lm<'l<. 4o1K r•'tik'·
:IV'~II.thle rnr ht~lt :«"1\lK>I gr:tch, IIJICS 17
mcnl Qualify tn 4 hnunt. EPE.'i Tr:lll:lplrt
Z7 Plu.• up tn .S 12.000 enl•-.tmt:nt h<>ll\LS
1 · 800·9411·67()(, ,
i( )11ti qu:thlyl for an lnform:mon (':ldct
ww"' t:J'c:lllr-Jn.,pcll't """'
0:.111 HIX1-4l,H ISAF ur •ish www.tur •
DRIVI:.R· $47,000 ht )'c::Jf fl<ll•·nlul' t:p to
33¢ a mil~. 1(\l:li"Jntt:t:<.l ln.:um.·, I(UarJn·
1\'t'd hnmt: lllnt:, a.•.•il(nt.'(l t't)Uipmt'nl,
911%
no-tnut·h
frc:-il(hl , 'iO%-f\0%
drop/hoc>!.;! Caiiii...Lylll()(}R';'9 l-'>lti
MEI)ICAKI! RI'CII'IEJII'T'i
Nt-f>u.
firer llhdtlncl 'i«lfl p:~ytnjl full pno:: for
I>RIVh'R.'' North Amc:ric:a n Van Uno h:t.,
trmor tr.ulcr ~>-L\te luultr'lt nppconuni.o\lhu1enll Atftl\<'1'11 , ct<·. 11nlu1 i<nlli.
tK.-s for ownc:r opt·r~tc>f<. Minln>um of 3
.\lt:<.IIC'.tn.' Wtlf p;i)' IO< lltl"m! \\'c: I-ilii
nt<111lh.• e•fll"Cl<!N.e n.-qulrt:O CJII H00\kdK.':Iru lor you uod .hip ilir~-.1ly to
3-18-ll47, Dept. 1\Y~
rnur donr. MU>·.-'.-~A\'E 800-'IJA.';Ifl49 x

NYG

MEDICAL
"""K -'

I>RIVERS,OTR·Slar TrJr,port. Inc., H.t<
.tn ~mllnR nfw PJY f!;tdCtjCc. Fxpen·
t"nt't'u dliwl'l\ t:an ''''n up ,,, Jl( l"'r
nlfiL', lull l'lllllfl~n)' h.-n<'lotJ, c:xu:llcnt
lt<•me hn>c:, ~r~l milt-;. Mu..r have da"'
A CI>L & he ilhl<' I<> fl'l"-' IXIT phys~<':ll
and Urujl :«TC:t:n. Tr.hntnA :1\':l tlthlt:! HOO·
'174-4262/WJO.~.(>(IIU ext. Rtl'l, AAII-117i9.}4H.
AVON PROI)l'<;'I'S, l ><:.:Ia~ your •no.lef"'llc.l<·n~t!l Control yo\tr own lnt·mlle. !'1<.1
ymtr own sd1~dult:. A• an Avon repn:.....-nrauvc: you call lht• ,,hox•. J..·t'• wlk.
IIHH·9il·4~3

I>RI\I'R - Cnmp:my tlnvl.'rs .1n0 nwner
1~.,..Jtors. C:tll totby ::tnd n•k uhuut nur
Rn:'.tl new c<>mJ"'n.'l:itH >n :mc.l ho>nu•
pKii:tS!<'·' · floyd llrch H00-'\1;\·~B
IO<Y~ <'allll00-63.H.~n ) F.OF_
OWNI'R Of>ERATOKS·Gd r•·~l nulc~M<!
payt llO<' .1 mile, pr:tl'lll'UI nulc.~ lu.td"tl
;tn<l ~lllpty. Th:ol's at ktst IH~ fur h• 111M:·•
hoiJ l!"'xl.'l Nc1 Noni1C:tsl, NYC or CtnJ·
tl.t . Nu ,-:;o.·mw. Mu't I~<: l ,i , h.tvt: I vcJr
OTR c:•f>t'ric!rlc<! and COL H.&z.Mat t1~-n'
wdcnmc P~xlull Tmc.'k lu....,., (fl( 1!()0.
64A-040~.0RIVERSo Owner Of"'l'.li!KS,
Company, Rr-~d~. tc:.-.c rurdta...., pn>-

191~

TRAVEL
Tl'NNliY,I'I! l.AKI' HARGAP>; 3 Mrt.'S
v. tlh hnat ~hfl )21 ,900 lll"aullluil)' wnod·
al, '(l<."<UnJ!:tr VI<"""'• Wtlh ll~'t;u;,, IU
c~al dt:ar mtn ltkl"- ncn In IM hole
J.liMf ClKJr.«:! (':l•'Cx. l rnt<l,, u11l11b, ""I•
tt:,lt:d IAIW, low ftn.lll<.inj.l . Call l.M~ HUll·
71H-;II~; t:XI

6041

MTN STRI'AM (> AC · $12,900. lk:nnltul ·
ly W<xxk<l wnh lnt•:llhukln!l v•c:w• ~
purl" rnuun1.1111 Mn:Jm Ncar 'oi;Ue bntl!
En~>Y i"lunl(. t~tnnl"tn)l. b~·aktnl(, hunt·
•nK Nn III<M>tlt,.. Grt"al fmanong. C.1ll W
Timl~<:rlinc no v. fi00.1!14·9965. •·x• 30Z.
TN (!Aiil'ol RI:'TREAT 'i AC· H'>?OO
Hrto:uht.tktn)! n11n \it:'-''! ltk-JIIy l<k1tt<xl
hc:twwn 2 ''·••.: pMk' Hunt, fi., h. k.tyak,
-.tnuc:, htkt• nt·;uhy A 'fk>rtM~an·, p;tr·
a<li>c 1 Grt·:tt llnnnun)l. C:tll TN Ttmher·
hnt· now ll!lli·H14·1l')(15, ext. f!') IR
•c;ET MARRII'I>" S\tOKY MOUNTAIN\
t,ll.'a.~ mnsl l"'~tntl\ol duf"'l', onLon<.xl
tntnL-.!t:f'>, t'Ofll(llctt' JIT:Ingrtlll"nL•, hllfl•
c:ymo<>f!/lounily cahtn•, hre:uhwkin~t
.,...,., \\'t:dJinR Arr.angl.'fll<:nL' ~3-

7l7-4, V:t•"'li<ll'l lJxlgmg H()().(,3+SH14
1<1l1Ciktmmm:JII ">m.lriUIVmcnnn-.tw .html

Al'l'ORI>Aiii.P. 1\RP.ATiiTAKING ru'>lic
lltR .1n.J rkj!.lnt mnrcmpor.try dt3f"'l>~.
Sf"'dJhzmg In lllt>ryhoKlk wt:Odtnl(.'· W<.•
pmvidt: ph<>tn)lr;<phy, vi<lc<lKrJphy,
lluwci-s. l?!mblv.r:;tr, loli.l)!lfl~,'11nllm~>n:
\1ml•ll) ur l.nve HIJO.:t62·~(1R3.
ROMANTIC C... Nill.l'LIT" \\.'EI>I>Ii'o'G~'
M•nl'<lcr, , d~m
decor:nt:O full '"'"''icc dcf"'l. Phol•"•
vkk.""'· '<.-ciudt.xl , hon.:yn""'" caiJ!n.,.
Su)· thr~ nll(h..,...fuurth In:.:. <i;othnhufK,
TN 1100-933·7464, SUjC.itiJnd W<.xl•
Ord:uncti-Ut.=:~~'d

dln!!•Otunol.~'Ofll

A GATLINKURG WEf>J)INGI C:tndlt•lll
Ch;tpt:l,
pmf•·"lnn;tl
vitlecll'/plm·
tnl(r.lflh', nn.l.1tn<'<l mtn"l<·fll, Tcnn""'*'"
\ic>unl~1n hnncymuon <.thin<. Nn h10oi.l
'""''· no "~irin~' liJnd• uf <iui.J \\'<'<.!·
<ling Otapc:l, R()()..2·12·7 11 ~. \\'\lo·w.O.trxl•
""r~told <'Om

A HEAtmFLL CA:'IIfll.f.UTE. Old-F"<I>iPncll Wt:ddll'ljt <:ltapd '"erlookmjC
rtver, "<;moky Mnum.tln.•. lN Hot,.,_
dr.1wn l':lrri:tRt:, t•ahln.•, j;tt:unl. ontunt:d
Olln"ro:r:o., no test' lll".ml.tntl IIO<'J.H~
IW'>97
(VOW'SI
hllp :// www.he;trt•
bodwcdtlon!(.~nm

PANA\IA CITY III'.ACH. ~..tllllptper- Kc:-.t ·
rem R""'" fmrn :H 9 I l·.!p m-i•·c
!>ul\1 !>!on-F....., night, ,. 1,:50-<;flll) l'unb,
mc:1' ri<k. hut tuh. '"'k", ror Hll0-!1!11HI!lll. www ...lndptf"'rh..·.t~Pn .<·om
MYRTI.I! RI!AC:H , V:tt~lll<tn mndt~s Jnc.l
n•tmgc' nn thl' l1<:sl :trt:.l he;tdH:-• . Wttl•: ,
,cb:ttt>n of hx~lliuM ;tnJ pri<'C' Cl<.'an
:md ir"f>C<1t:<.l. ~" ~~~~on Rt•"hy.tll!'ll ur
t'JII A00-476· 17(1(1

r---------------------,l

• 'Cl* tl C•rletlltl Artist 'Cl*'Cl
~ennifer~ones. l.59~181

(jreat tor parties. company
picnics a net ftmclraising
,
events!!!
I
I
I

L---- ---------------- -~

JJolfa. '~ ~latlnum
"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Coming April 29 . •
International Dreams
Male Review
NOW
RENTING .••

P uryear, TN o n 6 4 1 So u th
O pen Tu es d ay - S a t ur d ay
6 p. m .
1 a . m.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person in free
with 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events !)
'
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METH: Defew says

they a re contaminated.
The T ri-County Task Force has about
$6,000 worth of equipment, but more is
still necessary, Defew said. Up to $33,750
of the federal funds received will be set

police found 40 labs
in this area last year
From Page 1
materials in the air. If these Clirborne partides are present, the building is ventilated
until the explosive meter gives a reading
th..1t it is' safe to enter.
The investigators can then shed a layer
of the protective clothing and replace the
self-contained breathing apparatus with a
personal respirator in a chemical-resistant
container.
Officers then begin the process of examining what is stored in jugs and bottles in
the Jab. Samples are collected from these
often unlabeled containers. The contents
are analyzed and and saved as evidence of
the crime.
Those entering the meth labs must also
be aware of potential traps set to hinder
the investigation.
"Some of these labs you can't just go in
and shut them down," Defew said.
Even the smallest labs cost a minimum
of $2,000 to clean. Some materials, such as
the suits, can be used only once before

Get Your
2000 Shield

Yearbook
-

aside for the task force's own personnel
and equipment.
"You can imagine at $2,000 to $5,000 a
piece what it was costing for the government to clean these things up," Defew
said. "It's (the federal funding) not the
answer but it is definitely going to help us
tremendously."
In addition to the Tri-County and Pen·
nyrile Narcotics Task Force, West Kentucky Crime Lab in Madisonvllle and
other cleanup projects will see part of the
$1 million to end production of the drug.
Despite the 10- to 20-year p rison penalty
for manufacturing methamphetamine,
Defew said he doesn't see the p roblem dis-

1

so ving.
"We're just seeing the beginnings," he
said. "It's only going to get worse."
Defew said the solution is not only in more
federal funds, but through community
awareness as well.
Said Defew: "Even though methamphetamine has been talked about, they (the public)
still don't have enough knowledge of the
dangers involved."

Ptea. . ptW. .nt CCI\'f>On
bitter• ordenng , limit
CloM OO\JPOf1 per ou•·

1omer Nnt •o M .-.d
with oiMr OftiH• , VOid

-·""""bll~by
taw Ceeh v_,. 1/UlO•..
OoodW.,•"''
par11clpaar>g 8urge<
~ Qir•-

-IMO

...
NUMBERS: Denton satisfied with Public Safety, others disagree :
From Page 1

against each other for officers who are
already trained, thus the University's per·
sonnel are leaving for better-paying jobs.
A result of not having an officer as director is under-staffing of the police force.
"There is a philosophical difference
between administrators and law enforcement officials as to what policing is and
what it should be," Horace Johnson, former
police chief at Western Kentucky University
during Alexander's p residential tenu re,
said. "This difference causes inadequate
staffing of Public Safety on too many campuses."
In the past seven years, while Murray
State's enrollment has risen from sub-6,000
to more than 9,000, the nur4ber of officers
has remained at 11. Harring said he was
shocked to hear how few officers Murray
State's Public Safety has. UNC-Greensboro
has 27 officers for 13,000 students.

University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Jamie Harring said." Anytime you have that
many people leave in a short period of time
it shows that people are not happy."
The University of North Carolina at
Greensb oro is one o f M urray State ,s benc h mark schools and is similar in size and
make-up.
Many also voiced concern over Murray
State's interim Director Mittie Southerland
not being a commissioned officer.
University president Kern Alexander has
complete confidence in Southerland.
"Dr. Southerland is a professional in this
field and has come in this year and applied
her knowledge to this .situation," Alexander
said.
In the current set-up, Assistant Director
David DeVoss handles the actual police
force while Southerland deals with administrative aspects of Public Safety.
"Having someone who is not a commissioned officer as director is only going to
make the situation worse," H<~rring said.
Southerland blames the exits on new laws
passed in January 1999, which require all
Kentucky law enforcement officers to go
through a 16-week training period in Richmond. The agencies are now competing

KERN ALEXANDER
Murray State
president

"IT'S NOT A
CONCERN FOR
ME BECAUSE

I

THINK WE ARE
UPGRADING TO A
MUCH BETTER •
POLICE FORCE

.

THAN WHAT WE .

Murray State has applied for a Communi·
ty Oriented Policing Grant in o rder to hire

HAD A YEAR

one more officer this fa ll. A search still has
not begun for a new director and Denton
said a search will not begin soon.
Said Alexander: "It's not a concern for me
because I think we are upgrading to a m uch
better police force than what we had a year
ago."

AGO. "

Adop tions of Kentucky, Inc.

Spring 1
Special! 1
s1oo Off
I
Whopper®
I
Value
1
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April 28, 2000

----~----------------~ r----=~--~==~====~~~~~~----~~,·
In front of Carr Health • M-F • 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Curris Center • W-Th • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Faculty Hall• M-T • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Winslow Dining Hall• T • 5 -7 p.m.

-Coupon--,

Oft. . .,.,,_ 11/31100
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Whcrw Familia Come Toget.her

•
•

Are you pregnant?
Unable to parent at this Umei'

WE CAN HElPI
•
•

Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenses paid

•

You choose loving parents
Call ToU

College Graduate Program

$600.00

Graduating
"Seniors"
Don't Miss
This Deal

Down Paymen t
No payment for 90 d ays

Easy
Financing
For

F~e

Day (1100) S42·5245
Evening (800) 820-4091

Bill

Blackburn

Secon Draw1ng W1nn1ng Pr11e Nu• ers
Alcohol Screening

Prizes MUST be claimed by 11:30 on Wednesday, May 3. This is the second
drawing for the participants in the alcohol screening. We have many
unclaimed prizes - including the 3 money prizes! You may claim your prize
by coming to Health Services during the following times: (make sure you bring
your ticket stub with you) Monday - Friday from 8 - 11:30 a.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday from 1 to 3:30p.m. Any other time must be
prearranged. 538 is the prefix for each ticket.
2065
2298
2294
2159
2045
2224
2507
2331
2264
2422
2250
2512

2069
2254
2414
2524
2439
2149
2225
2444
2036
2277
2330
2379

2219
2002
21 62
2108
2189
2198
231 9
2253
2032
2132
2244
2231

2445
2012
2359
2001
2300
2230
2164
211 9

Rnndy
Smith

Suiter

Cars To Fit Your Needs & Budget
X0031
X0033
X0020
X90308
80063A
X9099

99 Chevrolet Cavalier
98 Pontiac Sunfire
98 Chevrolet Cavalier
96 Chevrolet S10 P/U
97 Saturn SL2 Sedan
95 Nissan Altima

X0014
X0034
X9069
80043A
X0032A
X0013

95 Ford Escort LX
98 Dodge Neon
96 Nissan Sentra
95 Mercury Sable
95 Honda Accord EX
94 Chevrolet 510 Conv. P/U

All vehicles subject to prior sale.

Congratulations to all of our
winners! From the Murray State
University Coalition for
Reduction of High Risk Drinking.

''Lowest Rates In Town''
93 Ford Explorer XlT -loaded

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

.)

cars to vans

Requirements
At least 21 yean of age, valid driver's license.

"MaJor credit cards"
J.ocal pickup avallaltle

Parker Ford J.,incoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for wade
(

SERVICE DEPT.

Additional 1 0~ a Off
Any Retnll Wnlk-ln
Part Purchased
With Th is Ad

Lube-Oil-Filter $1 6.95

Up To 5 qt. of GM Oil
Fuel System Service $76.20

Save Gas
Transmission Flush $99.95

Avoid Costly Repairs
29 Point Inspection $1 9.95
Tire Rotation $12.00

Lengthen The Life Of Your Tires

[!.]

Air Condition Check-Up $25.50

Be Cool This Summer
Keep 1t ctean

Free Estimates
~~~
Satisfaction Guaranteed
~
No Job too BIG or Small
~
30 Years Experience
j
Insurance Work Welcome
All Makes &Models
Quick &Efficient Service
I
US TODA Yl 1 RentaI Veh'ICes

!,j

We 'II Tell You What:S Wrong

Radiator Flush $55.80

BODY SHOP

1

CALL

(i!70) 753-5315 or (BOO) 455-5351

BRAJ\1001\1
AUTO WORLD
Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY (next to Lowe's Warehouse)
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Third Annual

usic Festival
Saturday, April Z9 ® 8 p.JD.
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I Tickets on sale today in SGA office I
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$5 in advance

1

$7 at the door
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MURRAY'S

FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY

AC~
Join All The Merchants In
Murray's University Plaza For...

3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT: & SUN.
SAVE

STOREWIDE
INSIDE
Plus...Save Up To

50 °/o

losSO·
M
has ntovedl
NEW

LDtiiTIDN
1203-A Chestnut St. • Murray
University Plaza

I

And More

ON OUR SIDEWALKS
~cOF DISCQNTJNUED

~NER~AR~

50°/ooFF

I orr

S,.OREWIDE
• New Grocery Items
• Larger Store • New Products
• l'ltam,lns • Herbs • Spf:Jrfs Nutrition

759-5749

Open Mon. - Sat. 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Storewide Sak End8 Surul4y At 5:00 P.M.
Open •Sunday 1:00·5:00 •Monday-Friday 9:00.6:00
•saturday 9:00-6:00

Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6

Outside

1-5
Sunday

Inside

Dennison-Hunt's Annual
·Tent Sale
•

• Closeouts • Discontinued Items • Odd Sizes

All lterns Way
Belovv Cost!

,.

Everything Throughout
The Store!

